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General Purposes 
Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is a study of interaction between mothers 
and babies of one to two years of age, through direct obser-
vation and interviewing. Its primary focus is to determine 
whether there are differences between what a mother can re -
port re garding problems of the child ' s development and the 
mother-child relationship, and what an objective observer 
can perceive . It is expected that reporting will at times 
be found unreliable, and by observation, it will be seen that 
in a mother ' s reporti ng the child's reality has been sub,ject 
to interpretation according to mother's own emotional blocks 
and lack of self awareness . 
The fundamental g oal is to determine whether this dif-
ference exists. There will be an attempt to see if there 
are areas where mothers have sufficient distance to perceive 
behavior with reasonable objectivity and in what areas the 
ma.ior distortions exist. It will then be estimated why they 
exist in relation to our understanding of the d ynamics of 
the mothers' personality. It will be noted if each case 
differs in respect to distorted and/or objective areas . In 
spite of dynamic differences, are there certain thing s that 
all of them distort? It is then hope d that it will be pos -
sible to note to some extent the concomitants of the dif-
ference in observed and reported materia l as reflected in 
the mother's actions and reactions and the child ' s reactions. 
The interest in this study stems from the growing em -
phasis on the importance of the early mother-child relation-
ah ip as the basis of personality development, a conce~t now 
accepted as quite fundamental to all who deal with problems 
of child and personality development . 
"The ways in which a mother answers to the needs of 
her infant and the quality of her emotional response 
to him are said to determine in large part the 
strength and quality of his subsequent identifica-
tions and the susceptibility or resistance he may 
develop to psychic disturbances ."l 
It seems increasingly imperative, therefore , that, since 
this early relationship is so important, and the experiences 
of the child during this period so far-reaching in their ef-
fects, that as much concrete knowledge as possible should be 
ga i ned through observational studies of what really does go 
on in this period , and that every effort should be made to 
witness how problems do have their ge nesis in this mother -
child relationship . Other meth<Xl.s o f g etting at the ex-
periences of these early years are such that one can get 
only limited knovv ledge of them . When a child is brought 
to a Child Guidance Clinic , the developmental history of 
his fofina t ive years is dependent on the mothe r ' s reporting 
1. Sylvia Brod~y, Patterns of Mothering , (New York~ 
International Universities Press , inc., 1956), p . 22. 
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of what she remembers and what she can reveal of her relation-
ship to the child . It is recognized that one of the obstacles 
in gaining an accurate h i story and a real understanding of 
the quality of the mother-child relationship is that mother ' s 
material is subject not only to failure of memory, but to un -
conscious di stortions and omissions as dictated by her own 
personality structure and emotional needs . The real picture 
of mother-child interaction and the live f ibres of personality 
formation seem effectively buried , therefore , in the uncon-
scious of mother and child, recoverable only by deduction and 
speculation. 
»The practical obstacles to ob servation of mothers 
have caused many investigators to depend entirely 
on interviews and questionnaires , and mai n ly for 
historical data. This is in spite of the known 
fact that the discrepancy between what persons re-
port about their at t itudes and behavior is often 
great, and especially in regard to situations 
where immaturity or confli ct obtain. 11 2 
The emphasis in the observational study of this thesis 
is to point out this difficulty in getting an accurate re -
port from a mother and to show that this applies not only 
after the passage of time in giving history , but even at the 
moment, as the events are still taking place. 
In this study , it has been chosen to fo cus on mother-
child interac tion in the child ' s second y e ar of life 
for several reasons . It is at this time that the child 
2 . Ibid, p . 22 . 
begins h __ s dr&111.::.t:tc transition from infant d ependency toward 
inde pendence through his develop1 ng s~dlls of walking ~ :~d 
talk:tng. He be gins to .function as a unique individual, thu..3 
evoking the need for a major readjustment in the mother -
chllri interact ion. The dynamic changes during this peri od 
offer a fertile field for observation . It is further be-
l i eved that because of the many readjustments demanded of the 
mother that this is one of the most tryin8 and crucial periods 
of child development for her to cope with , and, therefore, a 
period most subject t distortion and forgetting when l atar 
re porter'l. 
Sc ope: 
*Six mothers have been selected for observa tional study 
f rom among the group of mothers originally screened in the 
Prenatal Clinic at Massachusetts Memorial Hospi t al for parti -
cipati on in the Child. Deve lopment Research Program. Fo1~ 
va.ri ous reasons , "these six mothe r s Wd re not accepted for par-
ticipa ti on in the study. These p&.P ticnlar mcruthe rs were all 
approa ched a t the time of this study on the basis of their 
availability and willingness to part icipate. The mothers 
have the fol l owing characteristics in common: 
1 . They are between the ages of 19 and 30 . 
2. They are mar r ied and living only with husband 
and one child , their first. 
3· Their husba nd is the principal wage ~arn9r . 
4. The ir incom e averages hc tween .1p75 and $1 00 per week . 
5· They are fun~tioning without the aid of social 
agencies. 
6. There are no outstanding physical handicaps or 
mental illnesses which would interfere with 
handling of the child, although pregnancy in 
two mothers may have influenced handling. 
Me thod: 
The original plan was for three stu_dents to make four 
home visits to each of their two clients. Each visit, lasting 
approximately one hour, consisted of careful observation of 
total activity of mother and child, accompanied by associa-
ti ve interviewing. ·rhere was no formal schedule for electing 
information, but the chief developmental areas 1Nere explored 
by the observer when circumstances seemed favorable. Part 
of the plan was to tnclude father in one interview with each 
family . Dt1e to unforeseen difficulties there were only three 
visits made in one case and it was not possible to see father. 
Recording took place via notes written immediately after 
the interview, expanded soon after into a full written report 
of the happenings in sequence during the interview. Group 
discussions were held weekly, in which a trained observe r 
helped evaluate the material collected and also pointed up 
areas for further exploration. 
~ample : 
The size of the sample was purposely kept low so as to 
fa cilitate a more intensive study of each mother-child rela -
tionship. Because of the type of study, not previously done, 
it wa s necessary to explore cert~n variables which were un-
known in advance . Intensive contacts, ther>efore , necessarily 
limited the size of the sample . 
The method of horne visiting in studying mother- child re-
lationship di~ ~ot allow for any independent check of reliabi -
lity of the mother ' s reports . The implications of this will 
be discussed in the final chapter . 
* It was not pogsible to complete interviews with the sixth. 
mother clue to her emergency hospitalization . Her condition 
:rTlade it necessary to eliminate her from f\trther study . 
6. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The case material, giving a detailed account of the ob-
servations, is presented here. This is intended to set forth 
the data from which the conclusions and discussions in the 
following chapters have been drawn. 
CASE 1 - MRS. A· 
Mrs. A., a sweet-faced y oung woman, welcomes the observer 
on the first visit with a very warm, out-goi ng manner, as 
though it were a real pleasure for her to have her come. She 
was apologetic about the state of the room, Ray's playroom, 
into whi ch one entered. It was overcrowded with living room 
furniture , due to repairs in progress. She took the observer's 
coat, and invited her out to the kitchen to have a cup of tea. 
From the beginning she gave the impression of being eager to 
please. Ray had followed her to the door, and looked at the 
observer solemnly. He did not respond to overtures . As t he 
observer first observed Mrs . A. lookine; dovm at him and en-
couraging him, as she commented on his being shy with stran-
gers, the observer noted the marked love and tenderness with 
which she seemed to envelop the child in her every word and 
gesture . Ray is a sturdily-built, pale child, with rather 
pointed features, twenty months old at the first visit. 
From the kitchen, when Mrs. A. b ecame aware that Ray 
was trying to get the observer's purse and zipper notebook , 
she went into the playroom, taking them out of reach , and 
diverting him to some playthings, in an easy tender way, with 
no protest from Ray . The observer felt that Mrs. A. seemed 
anxious he should not disturb her things or offend her. 
As the observer sat at the kitchen table , Mrs . A. was 
preparing tea, and commenting on the adjustments necessary in 
the kitchen to allow Ray freedom to explore without danger 
to himself or havoc to the kitchen, as though she had taken 
p~easure in arranging things for him. She said h ow glad she 
is to be able to let him have one room for his playroom which 
he can enjoy freely with no restrictions . 
Over tea , she talked with pleasure of Ray's habits and 
activities. Her entire attitude bespoke pleasure in this 
baby. Even as she talked , she was constantly aware of his 
activity , as he played about the room w·ith a box and some 
trucl{s . Frequently he .came to her for attention , which she 
always gave instantly with the habitual warmth and tenderness . 
Every time she looked at him, her face llghted up , and her 
tone was gentle , almost like ''cooing" . An eagerness to give 
him pleasure and to avoid refusing him , if possible , were 
evident, throughout , particularly in her handling of giving 
him milk . From the time she first removed the milk bottle 
from the refrigsrator , she seemed to be constantly either 
offering the child milk or pouring it eagerly when he sug -
gested that he was ready for more . This was repeated every 
8. 
few minutes throughout the hour. She never showed any dis-
position t o cut off the supply, nor any annoyance at the 
interruptions. She showed much pleasure each time he took 
more milk. The baby drank it each time with much relish. 
She seemed indifferent to his dribbling it over his chin and 
clothes and spilling it on the floor. At the appearance of 
one particularly large puddle of milk, she exclaimed in her 
tender tone, 11 0h, Ray, what a mess1'1 
There were some instances of her exercising restraints 
on him, which he accepted without protest. He started to 
pick up her boots from the corner by the door. She told him 
firmly, "No", that they were dirty. Another time he started 
to pull the kitchen broom out of the corner. She forbade 
him firmly. She added, however, that because he likes the 
broom so much, she is thinking of getting him a small one 
of his own which he could play with as he pleased. 
In our conversation about Ray, she told me how easily 
he had been weaned from the bottle at fifteen months, with 
only three days' effort. She seemed to feel that this was 
an early weaning, and explained that when he started to walk, 
she was afraid to have him around with a glass bottle in 
his hand, and she did not like plastic bottles. She stressed 
that he has always taken milk readily from the cup ever since 
and said how glad she is that he likes mi lk so much. She 
talked of the concern she had had at his seeming slow to 
walk and her consequent fear at that time that it might mean 
he was going to be stupid. He walked at fifteen months. She 
asked if the observer thought he was average. She explained 
at leng th the reasons why she thought he had been slow. Un-
til he was ten months old, they had lived in a very cold 
apartment, where they could not put him down on the floor, 
even in a play pen. She talked with satisfaction of how 
active he is, and how good-natured. She was concerned that 
he does not have much chance to play with other children, 
and when he does he seems aggressive. Her husband says he 
is going to be a little bully . She wants him to learn to be 
generous, and expressed some question whether she should try 
to force him to be more generous and compliant in surrender-
ing toys, for example, to other children. She said that he 
has alway s been a very good eater, and she is very 5lad for 
that. He feeds himself, which she lets him do regardless 
of the mess he makes, because she feels that is the way he 
will learn . As the observer spoke of his keeping her busy, 
she said he is her amusement and her company, and she doesn't 
know what she would do without him, as her husband is working 
or sleeping so much of the time . 
Toward the end of the visit, Ray had come over and was 
sitting on the observer's lap, at which Mrs . A· expressed 
much surprise. He kept reaching for the observer's ear-
rings, and she kept telling him, "No," a bit anxiously. Af-
ter a few minutes, she apparently thought he was showing 
indications of a bowel movement. She grabbed him from the 
10. 
observer's lap and whisked him off to the toilet. She ex-
plained that she is trying to catch t h e si gns and that he is 
just beginning to g et the idea. As she brought him back to 
the room, she was hugg ing him and kissing saying lovingly, 
'' What a pest you are.'' She used the same expression with the 
same tone, when she had gone for a Kleenex to wipe a very 
drippy nose, which she had seemed to ignore for a long time. 
When asked to make plans for another visit, she said 
laughingly, 11 If you can stand him --he's a pest. 11 Ray was 
waving and saying 11 bye 11 as the observer left. 
As the observer was knocking at the door for the second 
visit, a man's voice was heard raised in anger, then an oath. 
Mrs. A. was serene and pleasant when she came to the door, 
and welcomed the observer warmly. Ray was with her making 
sounds as though talking. She explained wp:y Ray's crib was 
now in the playroom, because it had been too cold for him to 
sleep upstairs. She invited the observer a gain to the kitchen 
for tea . Ray followed her movements in preparation. She 
looked down at him fondly and commented that it was easy 
knowing he had only been up from his nap a little while, or 
his face would never be that clean. 
Ray came over to the observer as the mother was busy, 
and sat on her lap, much to mother 's surprise • .As she sat 
opposite, she leaned toward Ray and smiled and talked to 
him lovingly, asking , "What? What is it? 11 several times. 
She commented laughingly on his needing a haircut so badly, 
11. 
explaining that she had not got him out for it because of the 
bad weather. She had Ray display his cowboots when he got 
down. Her husband had got them for him for Christmas. She 
is not sure they are good for his feet, so she only lets 
him wear them every few days. 
She offered him milk, and quickly gave him more when he 
asked. She cautioned him not to spill it, as he started off 
in motion with the cup, throwing it in a corner of the kit-
chen when he finished. As he got into the other room, she 
sensed he was after something, which was the observer's pocket-
book on the table. She got up and went in, saying, "What is 
he doing? Pulling that scarf? He 1 s a menace," in a· light, 
laughing way. She distracted him from the table to his toy 
box. She returned to the kitchen table, and the observer 
asked about Ray's Christmas. She described the wonderful 
time they had with him. She thinks he has too many toys be-
cause he doesn't bother to play with them too much. His real 
trouble, she thinks, is that he is lonely, as he doesn 1 t 
have children to play with. "He spends most of his time 
finding ways to annoy me," she said gaily. Ray returned to 
the kitchen with a book in his hand, coming to the table for 
more milk. He then wandered over to a pile of rubbish on a 
chair waiting to go out. She restrained him from this, and 
gave him more milk. He went off to the other room to bring 
soap in to the father. Mrs. A. spoke of how Ray likes books, 
12. 
and lile s to identify pictures. 'Nhen he came back, she gave 
him more mt lk. He returned to the playroom, but she could 
see him near the door to the upstairs. She called him to 
come out where she could keep an eye on him, then went after 
him and coaxed him out to his book, first drawing him to her 
to look over the pages, then, after more mil~, he g ot up on 
her lap. She held him, looked at him fondly, and caressed 
him intermittently, as she talked about him. 
He was a very easy baby, never gave any feeding problems, 
always slept well . She gave his weaning his t ory a gain. She 
said he did everything easily, as he has just now been easy 
with the toilet training . She has done away with diapers for 
a montn . Now he tells her when he needs to go by coming and 
making signs and faces . As she had been talking, Ray had 
g ot down and g one off into tbe playroom. She went to see 
where -he was, and as he started into the living room, where 
the father apparently was, she said fit'mly , ''Never mind run-
ning away from me . 11 Sbe had to put up a wooden gate to 
restrain him. He cried briefly, but she soothed him , saying , 
"Come on, stay here with Mommie," ~nd led him to a rubber 
doll, leading him to say, 11 Baby," which he repeated several 
times . When they returned to the kitchen, she gave him more 
m-Tlk, and he got up on her lap a gain. She spoke a gain of 
his loneliness, and her desire for him to learn how to g et 
along with other people . Mr. A. appeared to take out the 
oil drQms for refilling . Ray tried to get into this, but 
Mrs. A. called him away. He came over and sat on the ob-
server's lap briefly, then went around the kitchen for a 
while. Then he came back to the table, where she gave him 
more milk. 
Mr. A. came back to take out the rubbish. As he was 
g oing through the kitchen, the bag split, spilling coffee 
grounds and such on the floor near where the observer was 
sitting . He stalked out of the room in annoyance. Mrs. A· 
g ot up quickly, and g ood-humoredly said, "I'll clean it up, 
honey." She swept it up, and retied the garbage. 
Ray came back to his mother's lap. She offered him some 
tea in a cup, which he played in, as mother and observer 
talke d. It was remarked that he liked to be with her. 11 Oh, 
yes," she said with much pleasure, 11 he's a pestl" Ray al-
ternated b etween drinking his tea, and playing in it with 
a spoon. She allowed him to splash away in the tea, quite 
slopp:lly , while chiding him lightly that he wasn't going to 
play i n it. Sh e was enjoying his fun in the tea, until he 
g ot to the point of really spilling it over onto the table. 
She said firmly that was enough, and went to the sink to 
dump out t he remainder. Ray then asked for the cup and 
saucer and sat at the table playing with them and a spoon. 
She continued to talk about him. She told of his having 
a temper, which sh owed mainly when he can't make a toy go, 
or something is taken from him. She said there has been 
little to bother h im , as he has received all the attention 
of the entire famrr ly, and she wonders how he will accept the 
new baby. She feels he will have to be jealous, but she 
hopes that she can still give him most of the attention in 
order to dimi nish jealousy. Ray had been banging loudly on 
the table with cup, saucer, and spoon. She remarked ligh t ly 
it was a g ood thing they didn't break, but finally reached 
out a hand to quiet the noise and said easily, "All right, 
now s t o p • " Ray did s t o p. 
He g ot down on the floor and she offered him more milk, 
which he lifted a little too quickly , and splashed on the 
floor. She said reproachfully but gently , "Ray, what did 
y ou d o?" He said "barp", meaning "bath". She said easily , 
"No, it's not 'barp'. You're a bad boy." She the n a s ked 
gently , "What's the matter?" He put his thumb in his mouth 
and leaned his head against her. 
She continued telling what a g ood baby he had always 
been, never cried and was so contented. She hoped the next 
one would be as g ood. He went off and she called to him to 
keep off the stairs. He came back to her lap, playing with 
a cup and the pitcher, pouring a little milk back and fort h . 
The mothe r watched with i n terest, but did not restrain. She 
gave him m ~re milk twice. Once he spilled it over his jersey, 
for which she reproached h im lovingly, then remarked li ghtly, 
"Wha t a mess he can make 111 
Ray we nt off to the playroom. Mother followed him, and 
tripped over a cup and s aucer. She laughed and said by 
night-time she had to go around and collect them all off the 
floor. When Ray came back, she gave him more milk. He got 
up on her lap. The observer asked was he with her is much 
normally . She said , 11 Oh, yes, " hugging him , and kissing him 
on the back of the neck. ''He's the worst pest, " she said. 
He reached for more milk, which she gave saying, laughingly, 
".I'll buy a cow. " He continued on her lap, banging cups to-
gether. She squeezed him and kissed him . He began to suck 
his thumb a little. 
On the third visit, Mrs. A., sweet and warm as usual, 
brought the observer into the living room, and said that her 
husband would be along shortly. Ray remained behind in the 
playroom . She soon sensed, as she heard a sound, that he 
was into something . It turned out he had pulled down the 
observer's handbag . She chided him lightly, and seemed amused 
as she recovered it and the contents. Ray came back into 
the living room, making talking sounds. She restrained him 
lightly from ma~ing fingermarks on the television and climbing 
on the sofa . He kept reaching for ·_observer ' s coat lying along 
the back of her chair. She restrained him with her hand , and 
they made a g ame of his reaching and her holding , both 
laughing . She remarked that he loves to make fun out of 
everything. 
Mr . A. came in and sat on the arm of the sofa, not facing 
the observer, and appearing very unc~nfortable. Ray was 
around him, talking and smiling , but he did not respond to 
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him for a little while, then picked him up. The baby began 
frisking with him, although Mr. A. still s seemed a little stif~ 
Both mother and father recount ed how Ray treats the father 
rough. They spend time together rough-housing on the floor. 
Mr . A. said that now that he is getting bigger that he him-
self will be taking him out with him more. 
Ray was on the floor playing with trucks. He rolled the 
wheels on t h e floor, held them to his ear to hear the sound, 
then held t h em for his mother to listen. He was deli ghted 
and began to make noises in imitation, which his mother re-
peated. They did this back and forth several times, both 
with pleasure. The father commented how much fun one can have 
with him. As he watched Ray manipulating his trucks on the 
floor, he commented that Ray was getting smart, and he hoped 
that Ray was not going to be like himself, as he could never 
learn anything from books. The father talked for some t i me 
about himself. He can work with his hands, and hopes Ray 
will be able to do this, too. He said he'll soon have Ray 
out polishing the car with him. This is something he does 
to take up h is mind and his worries or he would blow his top, 
he said. As he continued to talk, he seemed to become more 
comfortable, and went over to sit in a chair facing the 
observer. Mrs. A. commented how much like her husband Ray 
is. He is always busy and active, and is a big eater like 
his f ather, and also doesn't show it. Mr. A· said how Ray 
wants to have everything on his plate the same as his father's. 
Mr. A. said he would do without himself, if there were ever 
a question in order to give to Ray. He ruffled Ray's hair 
fondly as he said this. During this conversation, Ray had 
been playing , and coming occasionally to the father with a 
toy to be adjusted or handled. The father continued talking 
about himself, how much weight he had gained:· in the Army, and 
how many sports he had engaged in. This was one of his hopes 
f or Ray, that he would play ball. He could hardly wait to 
get him started. Ray had had a little football when h e was 
six months old. The father told of quitting school in the 
~inth grade, then trying electrical school when he got out of 
the Army, but he just couldn't learn from books. During the 
talk, Ray· was playing, and was trying to move a big trailer 
truck which was too heavy for him. He started to squawk in 
frustration and anger. His mother reached out, smiling , and 
helped him ease the weight of the big truck to the floor and 
to insert the little one inside it, as he was trying to do. 
She said soothingly, 11 There? All right ?11 
The conversation continued about education, Mrs . A· 
telling how her family had all liked school and she hopes 
Ray will. She would even like him to go to college. The 
father looked at him lovingly, ruffled his hair, and said he 
would send him if he wanted to g o, even if he had to work two 
jobs, day and ni ght. He expressed dissatisfaction with his 
own present job, and hoped Ray wouldn't have to do work like 
. this. Mot her hoped Ray would never have to go in the Army , 
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and then talked of how hard it was g oing to be to leave him 
to g o to the hospital. 
Ray brought a gun in from the playroom. Mrs. A. asked 
what it was. He displayed i t , waving it around, and repeating 
with much deli ght the word many times very fast, as she said 
i t for him. He went to his father with the gun and fooled 
with him , then returned to his trucks. 
Mr. A. introduced the subject of jealousy of the new 
baby . Mrs. A. said they have made him such a big shot it will 
be hard, but she h opes to g ive him still most of the attention. 
She could i ma gine his trying to throw things into the crib on 
top of the new baby. She said he 's just at the point of 
finding out just how far he can g o. He 1 s with her so much, 
he doesn't pay half as much attention to her as to his father. 
Ray b rought the big trailer truck over to his father and 
had him put it between his k nees, so that ~ay could play 
around with it, turning the wheels, and putting things in 
and out of i t . Aft er some of this, he sneaked around and 
playfully socked his father on the back. He went across to 
the other side of the room, and started putting things in 
the stove. Mother was sitting next to it, and four times 
told him t o stop. Each time he did, but went back . She 
finall y raised her hand up high as though g oing to slap him, 
although with a mild expression on her face. He stopped, 
turned away back to his father and the trucks, which the 
f ather had meanwhile put down on the floor. He struggled 
== 
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again to get them up on the father's knees. As he cried and 
got red in the face, the father was amused and was going to 
let him struggle it out, but the mother reached over and 
helped him. The father commented on his temper when he can't 
make t hing s work . The father tried teasing him by making as 
if to put the truck down, but at Ray's angry protest , laugh-
ingly gave in and let it stay. Ray was so deli ghted with 
his play with the father that he broke into a spontaneous 
'
1da-da-da-'1 very happily. Mr. A. be gan boxing and rough-
housing with him completely freely . They fooled over the 
gun, Mr . A. holding it tight , Ray yelling and pulling to get 
i t loose. Mr. A. enjoyed his protesting , but Mrs. A. urged 
he·r husband not to get him mad and to let him have it. Ray 
then went over toward the stove again. Mr. /!.. spoke of all 
he hopes to do for Ray, although he doesn't want to spoil 
him. One of the main hopes is to get a home in the country, 
where he can have play space, which he doesn't have here . 
Mrs. A. expressed a gain her concern that he learn to play 
with other children, or he won't know how to get along with 
them when he goes to school and won't have any friends. Ray 
began banging the stove with a tiny truck. He i gnored his 
mother 's asking him to stop. Mr. A. told him twice to stop. 
He did, but started right in a gain. Mr. A. rose as if to 
come over to him, and said sternly, ''Do you want a licking?" 
Ray sat down, put his head down a little, but only briefly, 
g oing back to the banging, and g iving it up f inally 
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when his father stood up the second time and threatened to 
come over. The father said this love of banging things, 
as, for exam ple, the wall paper, has just developed, and that's 
one thing they do have to stop him from doing . 
As the observer left, the baby followed to the door , 
talking and saying 11 car11 several times. 
~ hen the observe r arrived for the fourth visit, Ray was 
standing in the crib, just waking up from his nap. Mrs. A. 
was extremely tender and loving with him, holding him, kis-
sing him, talking to him gently . Several times she asked if 
he were '' Mommie 1 s big boy?11 After dressing him, she gave 
him m!Dlk . He came to sit on her lap. She held him a gainst 
her , and he put his fin gers in his mouth briefly. He looked 
up at her and talked. She commented on how quiet he always 
is on awaking , and how he wants to be with her. She feels 
that he is more attached to her than ever lately, and thinks 
of what she has heard that a baby can sense that there is 
another one coming. 
Ray went off to the playroom. Mrs. A. be gan prepara-
tions for tea, as she talked about the new baby's coming , 
she has not shopped for him yet although it is only a week 
or so away. Her husband will do it while she is in the 
hospital. The baby will sleep in a bassinet in the parents ' 
~oom. She thinks that Ray will then want to come upstairs 
again to sleep when he knows that the baby is there. Ray 
came back, and reached impatiently for more milk from the 
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big gallon jug which was on the table. She gave it to him 
instantly, soothing him. He returned to her lap. She hugged 
him, talked to him lovingly, calling him tenderly ''a pest". 
She talked about how she dreaded the separation from him when 
she is in the hospital, and how she will worry even though 
she knows he will receive excellent care at her mother's. 
She hopes he does not forget her while she is in the hospital. 
Ray went back to the playroom, while we talked about the 
readjustment afyer the new baby. People have always told her 
that she has catered to him too much, but she and her husband 
could never see this. He was always such a good baby, and 
when he cried they knew he needed something, so they never 
let him cry. They always wanted him to be happy. 
She had tea and cake ready, and put Ray at the table in 
his highchair. She gave him milk and cake, laughing over 
the way he squashed his cake on the tray. He began straining 
and fussing for something. Instantly, she got up and brought 
him a small plate for his cake. He strained again, and she 
immediately gave him · a few spoons of tea in hi~ mill:c. He 
was immediately pleased. He began reaching for the pitcher, 
which she first firmly refused him, but as he insisted, she 
first gave him the milk from the pitcher, and as he kept 
insisting on the pitcher, she poured all his milk into it, 
i 11 0 K have it.'' say ng, • • , you can He started playing and 
splashing in the milk. She first restrained him lightly, 
then easily wiped up what he had spilled. He made as if to 
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spill more deliberately on the table, looking at her first. 
She said mildly he would get a slap if he k ept it up. She 
said to me that it 1 s hard not to laugh, when he thinks he 1 s 
funny and tries to see bm1 far he can go . She refused him 
more milk , because now he was only going to ple.y , and more 
cake, as he was only g oing to make a mess. He finished 
drinking his milk, and be gan contentedly ma nipulating the 
plate, pi t cher and spoon, banging them a gainst each other 
and the t able. Mrs . A. watched him with pleasure , until he 
gestured to gen down and went off to the playroom. 
Observer and Mrs. A. continued to talk about the new 
baby. She really hasn't thought much about it yet. She has 
had Ray to absorb her . It was not like when she was waiting 
for Ray . She confided her main concern to be how Ray will 
accept it. She hopes he will not be too jealous, and out-
lined her plans for avoiding this. She pictured the new baby 
as sleeping most of the time, leaving her free to pay most of 
her attention to Ray. She hopes to give the new baby the 
necessary care like baths, feeding, when Ray is either asleep 
or occupied . She hopes he will enjoy the baby in time, and 
will find him a companion which Ray needs. She anticipated 
the ruture when they would get Ray a bike, a toybox of his 
own, and he would have the h ouse in the country with the 
yard and a swing in the yard. She afunitted wanting to spare 
him the jealousy as much as possible, and remarked that people 
have always told her that she protected him too much. She 
hopes he will not feel resentful or that they do not love him 
as much anymore. 
Observer commented on Ray's comparative lack of temper 
display . She said s he hopes he wi ll always stay easy-g oing , 
but there has never been anyone around to frustrate him . She 
said the only thing that ever aggravates her is if he plays 
in his food too much. He 1 s only a baby, and there 1 s really 
nothing he could do that would make her really angry. 
Ray was trying to get upstairs. Mother went in to dis -
tract him, and turned him to a rubber baby d ol l . She demon -
strated k issing and loving the baby , saying , 11 Nice baby. Love 
the baby." She does this frequently, she said. She praised 
Ray when he imitated her in loving the baby. Mrs. A. re-
peated over several ti~es in different ways her fears of 
Ray's being jealous of the new baby, and how she hopes to 
handle it. 
CASE 2 - MRS. D. 
On the first visit to Mrs . D., she greeted the observer 
pleasantly , although with a flatness and lack of warmth in 
her manner. Her husband was home for lunch. Also present 
was a t en-year old girl, Nina, a neighbor. Both Mr. and Mrs. 
D. expressed strong interest in the visitin ~ , Mr . D. saying 
t hey would like to know if Stan is normal. 'rhe father remarked 
with some pleasure, 11 0ne word describ es him. He is fresh1 11 
The mother a greed and complained that he is so active, and 
would like her to do nothing but play with him all day long. 
But she cannot d o that when she has a house to keep . The 
father began directly to describe Stan's sleeping problem, 
wh ich has existed since he was a few months old. He is now 
one year . He sleeps fitfully in no regular pattern all night 
long, sleeping for a short while, waking , sleeping and so on. 
The father said there is hardly a night when he hasn't been up 
five or six times a night with him, as he cries and demands to 
be picked up during his wakeful spells. This sleeping problem 
is a grea t perplexity to them. 
The baby had been napping in his room off the kitchen . 
As he stirred, tbe mother went in and brought him out for the 
observer to see. She handled him and spoke to him affectiona-
tely . He was shy and clung to his mother. 
'rhe father was still sitting at the table, and reached 
for him. The mother handed hLm over to the father. He played 
with him in various ways , lirt1ng him up and down, jouncing 
him, hugg ed him and kissed him. He asked the baby several 
times to g ive Daddy a kiss. The father was taking great 
pleasure in the baby and eager for response from him. The 
mother watched and asked the baby to "Do bye", but the baby 
did not respond to the mother's moti ons. The father told the 
baby he was going to be psychoanalyzed. He commented on the 
baby's hair not growing in fully on the left side, although 
this was scarcely noticeable. He told about having been a 
barber himself, but that he had given it up due to the long 
distances he had to travel to his work. Noe he is happy to 
have a job in a shoe factory· within walking distance of horne. 
During the play, the baby had been active, but did not show 
any great enjoyment. Finally the father had to leave, and 
with a final hug and kiss, handed the baby back to the mother. 
The mother sat down and stimulated the baby to wave 11 bye'1 after 
Daddy . s:ge laughed when he pointed at observer, instead of 
waving after Dadd-.y· . Stan started to wriggle and squirm, stand-
i.ng up on her lap, reaching for a comic book nearby . She said, 
''oh no, you're not going to have that. All you want to do is 
to tear it." She asked what she will do when he is wa lking. 
She thinks he is just about ready to start walking, and thinks 
he has not started yet because his feet have been too small 
for hard sole shoes. He was one year old the previous Sunday, 
and the day before had taken seven steps alone, but not since, 
h h t i h d ho1din~ on She put him down to demon -al thoug .e r e s ar ~ ' . o • -
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strate his walking attempts. She stood him up, held out her 
arms, encouraged him gently. She had to hold his hands, and 
h e waddled about ten steps over to her. They did this about 
three times, both smiling and laughing. She then went back 
to sit down, still holding him. 
Observer asked where he spent his time all day. She 
said either in the playpen in his room or on the floor with 
his toys. But she complained that he would never play with 
his toys, but would rather make trouble for her, getting into 
the living room, climbing , pulling, and knocking over. She 
said, "Come on . I'll show you," carrying him into the living 
room, and putting him down. She turned on the television, and 
he went straight to it, as she remarked, 11 1vatch. First thing.'' 
She told him sharply 11 No'', and struck him on the hands as he 
continued to do i t . He turned aside to a little potty chair 
which was sitting nearby, which he had received for a birth-
day gift from his grandmother. He thinks it's a toy, and 
loves to play around it , Nina had been present and followed 
into . the 11 ving room. The baby played around the chair with 
her as Mrs. D. tal1{ed. Once he started to cry and she re-
marked, "That ' s what he does when he doesn't get his way, but 
it does him no g ood. ~hen he's not supposedto do something, 
that's it , no matter. He could take up your whole day , " she 
said disgustedly. She continued to talk all about her own 
family, her married brothers and sisters, their children, and 
relationships, with much warmth and pleasure. The baby whim-
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pered, and she turned to notice, saying, 11 Get up. You'll have 
\'VOrse bumps than that in your life. 11 She said bow spoiled he 
is. His godmother lives upstairs, and was always picking him 
up, never wanting to hear him cry. She herself could never 
stop it. This is the result. She said that they say you make 
all your mistakes with your first one, and now she'll know . 
She talked about the sleeping, explaining that her husband 
would never let him sleep on his stomach, for fear he might 
smother. She thinks he would have raised gas bubbles more 
easily on his stomach, and in general would have slept better. 
I comment ed that her husband is very fond of him. She said 
he adores him . It's he that gets up in the night. He's a 
light sleeper anyway. She tells him the baby's sleeping is 
hereditary. 
Just before the observer left , Nina tried to push the 
baby to come to her, b~t he pulled back and crawled over to 
his mother . 
As the observer arrived for the second visit , the baby 
was in the playpen. The mother's first remark about him was, 
"He's a devil ." She called in to him to get up and walk, then 
t old with pleasure that he had been walking several steps each 
day this week . She carried him out to have him demonstrate, 
talking to him affectionately. Nina, the ten -year old girl, 
was also present again. The baby took seven or eight tot-
tering steps back and forth between them several times, all 
laughing and enjoying it. Mother hugged the baby each time he 
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carne to her. Mother then held the baby firm on the table, as 
she talked about how the hard-soled shoes have helped him get 
started. He struggled to get free and she put him down with 
good humor, asking if he would walk to Daddy tonight. However, 
as he tried t o start off in the direction of the living room, 
she restrained him firmly, telling him he was not heading for 
trouble, but that anyNhere he went there was trouble. As he 
continued to try to go , she decided to put him up on the c hair 
and clean him up. As she took off his jersey, and started 
washing his face, she said, "Let me change y ou slopl 11 He 
was gurgling and fooling , reaching for the blinds and curtains. 
She expressed annoyance at this, and remarked, ''I'm dying for 
him t o walk , but I shouldn't be. If he's into everything now, 
what am I g oing to do then ?" To the baby, she said sharply, 
"I'll be glad when you 're twenty, and out to get married 111 
then softened, and asked him, 11 Won 1 t you?" Finally with an-
noyance , she pulled the blinds up beyond his reach. She com-
plained as he threw the soiled clothes down to the floor. 
The baby fooled with Ni na as the mother dressed him. Mother 
t old him sharply to stop. 
When he was dressed, she held him standing on the chair, 
while she talked. He was full of pep and motion. She told 
him to be still and asked if she would have to give him a 
licking . She continued to hold him, while she sent Nina off 
to the store, and explained Nina's role, coming in every day 
after school to play with the baby until suppertime. She 
plays with him either in the playpen, or as he sits in the 
potty chair in the living room, while she plays school or 
house with him. Mrs. D. talked about the baby's eating, how 
he has always been a good eater, except for a few months from 
six months on when he went through a spell of spitting food 
out right in her face. The baby had continued to move around 
and try to play. He finally started to whimper, and she put 
him in the playpen. She sat by the playpen briefly, smiling 
and talking to him. After asking him to show her his 11 tooth-
sies, '' she remarked how well he understands. She added that 
if she tells him to sit in a certain place on the floor, while 
she points at him with a stick , he will stay, but she does 
need the stick . 
She came back to the ki t chen to talk with the observer, 
leaving him to play in the pen . She started to discuss the 
sleeping problem at length. She told how he screeches, bangs, 
and lets his milk out of the bottle, when he is determined 
not to sleep. She just gets aggravated and gives up, as 
today, when she had tried to get him to take a nap. The same 
thing at night. She said her husband can't stand letting him 
cry, though she figures he should be left to cry himself to 
sleep a few times, but her husband won't allow it. So they 
pick him and hold him watching television until he finally 
falls asleep. Every night there is the same struggle. 'rhen 
her husband is up off and on with him all night long. She 
spoke of it all quite matter~of-factly , supposed he will 
straighten out as he gets older. She spoke of one of her 
sisters and what a wonderful system her children are on, long 
naps i n the aft ernoon, early to bed at night. She talked much 
· about her own family and her parent s' approaching fif t ieth 
wedding anniversary. 
The baby fell d own in the pen during his play, striking 
his face on t he spokes. He cried loudly. She wen t in and 
p ick ed h im up, comf orting him with much tenderness, unt il he 
stopped . She b rought him out to sit on her lap. She then 
entered into varied play with him very freely, both of them 
laughi ng and showing much enjo·yment of each other. She see-
sawed him back and forth, played peek-a - b oo, burried her head 
in h is chest several times , making noises to him. He was very 
active and squealed wi t h delight. Finally, he put his head 
on her shoulder, and his thumb to his mouth. She exclaimed, 
''At last-- maybe he's g o ing to g e t sleepy." She stood up 
in the middle of the kitchen and began rocking back and forth, 
holding him horizontally in her arms, while she continued to 
t alk . She told how his g odmother upstairs spoiled him, rock-
ing him, also about her husband's not letting him cry. She 
would le t h im cry it out . Her hus band felt he never g ot 
enough of an-ything as a child , and has asked her to let him 
have t his child, saying that she can d o as she want s with the 
others . She said it makes him happy , but it's making it harder 
for her . She stood for quite a while, talking pleasantly 
and easily , checking the baby 's sleep now and then. When she 
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was sure he was really asleep, she put him in the crib. 
She then served tea, continuing to talk. She discussed 
t he sleeping further, saying how hard it is to understand. 
She said she supposes all these problems come with the first 
one, and will all came out in the wash in time. She tal ked 
about feeding. He tries to grab the fork, but she doesn't 
let him have it, and she keeps the plate far away on the table, 
where he cannot grab it. She has been trying him on the cup 
a couple of times a day for milk the last few weeks. She said 
with dis gust that he's overanxious, and dribbles it all over 
himself. She spoke with pride of his g ood health, and his 
weight , and related with disapproval how the Mass . Memorial 
Clinic had wanted to reduce his milk after she had put him on 
plain milk herself at five weeks, so she had stopped going 
to that clinic. 
She t alked about her marriage and how everythin5 works 
out little by little. Gradually they have got many things 
they wanted. She said her husband wanted several more child-
ren just like Stan, but she doe sn't kn ow what she would do if 
they were all like him. She said the hardest problem to her 
is how to stop him from doing thing s, like turning the tele-
vision and g oing to the s t ove. She had long since made up her 
mind from seeing unruly, destructive children that hers was 
going to mind, but she has tried everything , telling him, 
hitting him, but it seems to do no g ood. She supposes he is 
~oo little to understand, so she'll just have to g o along 
with him, but when he can understand, she will make him mind, 
no matter how she has to drum it into him. She reiterated 
that this question was her biggest problem, and that the rest 
was nothing. 
The third visit to the D's took place at six in the 
evening, immediately after supper. Mrs. D. was finishing up 
her dishes , and the baby was secured in his toilet training 
chair, which was, however, being used as a seat for him at 
this time, with the opening closed over. He appeared ready 
for b ed, in pajamas and ba~hrobe and looked freshly scrubbed. 
When the observer made a remark to that effect, she said he 
was cleaned up, but he sure wasn't readyl 
When Mr . D. came in from the hall where he had been fil-
ling the oil drums, he worked around the kitchen a bit, paus-
ing now and then to speak to Stan and to urge him to smile 
for the observer. The baby had been si~ting quietly with an 
anxious expression until the father's efforts finally stimu-
lated a smile. When Stan showed his 11 toothsies'' in response 
to his father's coaxing, Mrs. D. said she wished he would 
hurry up and get them all because he was putting everything 
in his mouth and she had to keep an eye on him all the time. 
The father's attention was now concentrated wholly on 
the child, talking to him, attempting to have him smile • . He 
took Stan 's fingers out of his mouth, telling him to 11 do 
nice," and used the same expression again when he prevented 
the child from pulling at the string on his bathrobe . When 
the observer remarked that the c hi l d seemed t o sit s o quietly , 
Mrs. D. said , '' Sometimes. This afternoon I couldn ' t dlo any-
thing with him . I tried everything . I gave him a can , an 
airplane, a belt , but nothing would do . He just kept on 
screeching . " When asked where he had been, shB s aid in t he 
chair . 
Mrs . D. left the sink and spoke wi th enthusiasm of what 
a strong musical sense the baby seemed t o have , how he l oved 
dancing with his unc l e Frankie , and h ow he b eats ti..me with 
his fo ot to music on the r a di o. Wben t he baby s tart ed to 
whine and strain slightly in t he chair , she handed him a fun -
nel to play wi t h , which promptly landed on the floor . The 
father mentioned with amusement that when he is reall y mad , 
everything lands on the f l oor , a nd Mrs. D. said whlt a temper 
be has and puts up a t errible fuss when she is dressing him . 
The baby ' s restlessness i ncreased , and he was restrained 
by the father from pul ling at the string on the bathrobe again , 
from putting his thumb in mouth , and from rocking in his little 
chair , hitting his head against the refrigerat or behi nd him . 
The mother said that he watches television in the same little 
chair and sometimes starts rocking so hard she stops him s o 
that the people downstairs wi ll not be disturbed . 
The father released the baby from the chair after he 
really started to squirm and whine . He made a few faltering 
attempts at walking wi th ge ntle encouragement from the fa t her. 
Then he crawled back to the chair and started to push it 
around. After he had banged the furniture with it a few times , 
the father fastened him back in the chair. 
The baby hit his head on the tray of the chair while 
playing "peek-a-boo'' with the mother , and his father came and 
took him out of the chair. The father entered into a period 
of active pl a y with him , jouncing him around on his knees and 
swinging him about. The mother enjoyed watching the activity , 
and responded gleefully. The father remarked that Stan seemed 
to g ive more affection to his brother , Frankie, who plays and 
dances with him. While the play continued, the mother showed 
the observer a collection of pictures of Stan at various ages . 
She pointed to the torn corner of the paper tablecloth in his 
first birthday picture and said, "Look what h appened. He was 
let loose for a second, and that was the result." 
The baby hit his head during the playing with his father, 
and when he started to cry a bit , he was returned to his chair. 
The father g ave him an airplane and mallet to play with, mov-
ing his chair away from the refrigerator when he started to 
bang it with the mallet. While the child played with the 
toys, mother served coffee and cookies. Stan banged the 
cookie he was given on the tray of the chair and was told by 
his mother to never mind that, eat it. As observer and 
parents were having coffee, Stan started banging on the tray 
of the chair with the mallet. His mother told him not to 
break the chair, or she would kill him . 
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Over coffee, the father spoke extensively of his concern 
over the child and the responsibility he felt for the develop-
ment of his poor sleeping habits, since he was the one who 
wouldn ' t let him sleep on his stomach. He mentioned how hard 
he is to control but that he can restrain him better than Mrs. 
D. Again the affection for Mrs. D.'s brother Frankie was re-
ferred to because Frankie played with him so much . Mr. D. 
e xplained that he has difficulty playing with the baby for a 
long period at a time because of a condition of numbness in 
his hands, which has been troubling him for the last six months . 
He has been doctoring for it, but has had no relief, and is 
worried because it is beginning to affect his work at the shoe 
factory. 
During this conversation, the baby was intermittently 
dropping his toys, straining unsaccessfully to reach them and 
then starting to whine. Each time the mother told him with 
annoyance to pick it up himself, that he threw it d own, but 
each time she reluctantly retrieved it. After three or four 
such incident s she finally refused and Stan really started to 
screech . She picked him up and when he continued t o scream, 
decid ed that she would have to g ive him a bot t le to quiet 
him. After handing him to the father, she went to get a 
bottle, saying , "If this doesn't do it, I'll gag him ." 
The child was put in his crib to take his bottle. Ob-
server wondered if he would fall asleep, and they both said, 
" No.'' He would throw the bottle out when he had had enough 
and they would have t o take him up a gain. While Stan was 
quiet with his b ottle, Mr. D. continued to t alk about his 
work, h is past training and experience as a barber until a 
venture wi th his own barber shop failed, and of his p resent 
job in the shoe shop close to h ome. 
With more concern than previously , Stan's sleep ing pro-
blem wa s a gain discussed . Mrs. D. expressed a dread of the 
ni ghttimes . 
A thud was heard fr om the other room. Mr. D. said, 
" There g oes the bottle, 11 and Stan started to cry in his crib . 
Th e fa the r brought him out and pu t him in his chair, giving 
him the mal~ t to play with a gain. The baby started to hit 
himself on the head with it and his mother went and brought 
him some blocks . Again t he pattern of the child throwing the 
t oys down and the mother grudgingly picking them up was re-
pe ated. I wondered if the child usually stay ed in the chair 
in the k itchen and t he father said, "Well, we keep him in 
the chai r, so when we•re too busy t o watch him, he won ' t get 
into anything . 11 
Vv'hen the mother re f used to pick up Stan 1 s blocks a noth er 
time, he put his thumb in his mouth and started rubbing his 
other hand over his head . She pulled his thumb out of his 
mouth, telling him not to do that. 
He s t arted to rock his chair in anger and again to bang 
his head against the refrigerator, crying . She said, "Do 
you want a licking ? Stop that 111 She picked him u p , say ing 
he was g oing to be a pest until she did. He wri ggled to the 
ground a nd s h e pic ked him up a gain. " No, you know I don't 
want y ou on t he ground." She handed the baby, still cry ing 
and struggling , to the father, threatening to g et the strap 
if he weren't quiet. Stan continued to howl and she went for 
the strap. "All right. Hold up your hands." She struck him 
across the hands with the strap. 
On the fourth visit, Mrs. D. greeted me pleasantly and 
led me int o t he living room where Stan, in his pajamas, was 
sitting in his little potty chair, fastened in. His atten-
tion was absorbed by an object resembling a thermos jug, which 
was within his reach in front of him. Both mother and father 
joined i n telling me what a terrible cold the baby has had 
the last several days and how fussy and cranky he has been. 
(Mr. D. was home because he had been to the hospital to see 
about his hands . He was encouraged because the doctors had 
been unable to find anything neurologically wrong and had 
given him exercises to do indicating the trouble may be 
caused by his change in jobs.) 
Mr . and Mrs. D. were both giving the child a g ood deal 
of attention, watching to sipe his nose. Mr. D. explained 
that the jug was really an air filter , which had helped 
greatly in relieving the baby's congestion. Stan continued 
to e n joy playing with the filter, lifting the handle and 
flipping the cord about. Mrs . D. told me with much satis-
faction that Stan had walked alone yesterday. His father 
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had been carrying him when he seemed to want to get down. He 
had really started off and g one from the kitchen door to the 
sofa in the living room and across the room and back. 
Mrs. D. gently wiped the baby's nose with Kleenex and 
started to play make-believe guns with him. She said she 
thinks she will get him some little guns. She said he can sit 
fascinated for long periods watching T.V., a couple of hours 
at least every morning in the chair, during the children's 
programs. Cartoons are his favorites and his responsiveness 
to music was again mentioned . Th e fa ther turned on the tele-
vision so the observer could see how Stan liked to watch it. 
When a lion appeared on the screen, the father stimulated 
Stan to make an imitation of a growl, which father and son 
both enjoyed. 
The baby reached up with his hands as thoug h wanting to 
get out, but neither parent made any move to release him. 
When asked if he liked to get out and move around after a 
while, Mrs . n. said he was usually contented to stay there. 
She started to play with the child, "ticka-tacka", tickling 
each other's hands and laughing. The father shut off tele-
vision and watched . He told him to "shoot poppa", and then 
to show his toothsies, both of which Stan did to the father's 
delight. 
Mrs. D. li t a match and showed how Stan will blow at it, 
saying "shoosha", which is the Italian word for "blow''. 
~hen the baby reached for the Kleenex box, . she said, " No, you 
can't have that, love.!'. The child persisted, starting to 
cry, and she told him sharply to stop it and finally slapped 
his hand. He f inally turned back to the filter for amusement. 
He soon b e gan to whimper and to reach up to get out. 
When the mother came toward him to let him out, he jumped up 
and down in the seat. Once out, he headed straight for the 
fllter whi ch the father had pulled out of the way. He at-
tempted to get at it and was diverted in turn from the filter, 
the electric plugs of the lamps, and the television. 
The mother left the room. Not until she returned after 
a rather long a b sence was it realized that she had gone to 
the store . Meanwhile , the father supervised the baby's ac-
tivities. Stan wal ked around, sometimes holding onto furni-
ture, sometimes walking across the room unaided. He was re-
peatedly restrained by t he fa t her from heading for the waste -
basket in the bedroom and from pulling out the li ght plug s. 
He accept ed each restraint a s lon g as he could turn to some-
thing else . The father kept asking him to 11 Do nice," seeming 
to hover over hi s activity in an anxious worried way . He 
feels that now that Stan is g oing to be walking well , they 
will certainly have to keep an eye on him. Mr. D. said he 
k nows it is normal for him to love to grab everything. He 
a gain brought up the sleeping problem. He said they could be 
more attentive to him than they are if only they could get a 
ni ght's sleep. He doesn't know where they will g et the time 
and pat ience now that he is walking , considering how little 
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sleep they get . 
The baby found out h~~ to remove his seat fr~n the little 
chair . The father put it back in. Stan pushed i t around a 
bit, then pulled a doily off an end table . The father picked 
him up, asked for a kiss and then said he had to g o back. 
Mrs . D. had returned and called all out to the kitchen 
for coffee. The father picked up Stan, chair and all, and 
carried h im out and set him in front of the refrigerator . 
When Stan cried and reached up, the father fetched the filter 
from the living room . Even with the filter, t h e baby started 
to bang his head a little a gainst the refrige rator, and his 
father said to sto~ that he would hurt himself . 
Mrs. D. 1 s sister, the mother of three children, had re-
turned with her and wa s having coffee, too. The child played 
with the filter for a few minutes, and there was discussion 
of Mrs. D. Is plans for training this summer and for weaning . 
Stan drinks a little from a cup now, his mother said. 
Suddenly the baby started to cry wi th all his heart, not 
as though angry , but in great sorrow. The father got up and 
let him down on the floor . Stan crune over to his mother and 
asked to be picked up. She took him up on her lap and he 
started to reach for her spoonful of tea , causing her to 
spill some. She turned him over to his father, who managed 
to amuse him with tea in the saucer for a while, which the 
baby enjoyed drinking . When the fa t her shut him off from 
the supply of tea, he stood up and started rattling the 
blinds. The father put him in his pen in the bedroom with a 
teaspoon B.nd cardboard box, and the child started to play with 
them contentedly. 
Meanwhile there was conversation among Mr . and Mrs . D., 
her sister, and myself . Mrs . D. said one of her sister's 
children had started to be a problem child, too, but they had 
got him settled. When asked if they really thought of Stan 
as a problem child, the father said, 11Well, the sleeping." 
The obs erver said that sleepin g seemed to be the mmst severe 
problem and the mother said , 11 '.rhat • s not the only one. That 
and trying to hold him all the time. 11 
When asked further about this, she said it was a choice 
of trying to hold him all the time or have him into every-
thing , so the only thing to do was to hold him. She said 
that when he was creeping he would have been into everything , 
only she had tried to k eep him in a space where he couldn't 
do anything . Now that he is walking , the job will be harder . 
The sister suggested she could g et a gate . 
The father remarked as he looked in at Stan in the pen, 
"I t hin k he's going t o be worth it all, just the same." The 
observer wondered what ideas they had for his future. The 
father said that he wanted him to be healthy, energetic , and 
ambi tious, and laughed as he added , 11All the thing s I'm not." 
The mother said all she wanted was that he be able to earn 
his own living. 
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The observer said she th ought they had a fine son now , 
in spite of the problems they felt they had . The father 
beamed and said, ''That's good t o hear." The mother did not 
respond. The father asked if the observer thought he was 
normal. She said it seemed he was doing all the th i ngs one 
year olds do . The mother said with a tone of annoyance, 11 -iill 
and a lot more 1" 
The baby was still amusing himself in the playpen, when 
the observer left. 
CASE 3 - MRS . E . 
Mrs. E . is a young , sweet looking, small girl who gives 
the i mpression of childlike innocence. She is pregnant and 
expecting her second child in March . Mrs . E. is soft spoken 
and cordial though not very verbal. On my first visit, r · 
was told I could do whatever I wanted t o and take the baby in 
whatever room I wished. 
Julie, twelve months old, is a pretty, neatly dressed 
child. She has one eye congenitally much smaller than the 
other and , with the lid almost shut, seems to have only one 
eye. Mrs. E. did not m~ntion this during our first interview 
at all. It was noted that when Julie was walking near her, 
she would occasionally push a toy on the floor away from the 
baby's advancing footsteps. In later interviews, as Julie's 
walking became more secure, this behavior on Mrs . E .'s part 
stopped . 
Mr s. E. seemed to feel more comfortable with me when 
she off ered facts about her daughter from a diary . She seemed 
to be most at ease while reporting that Julie weighed eight 
pounds six ounces at birth , rolled to one side at three months, 
cut her fifth and sixth teeth when she was eight months , and 
walked at ten months. During this time , Mrs . s. and Jean 
interacted when Mother told .Julie to 11 find the blocks and put 
them in a pail". When .Julie came over to my side of the play 
pen and reached for my pen, Mother was quick to say, 11 Don 1 t 
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touch t hat -- it's dirty." 
During this first interview, Julie picked up a doll and 
chewed on its feet. Mrs . s. said 11 stinky piggies" and laughed. 
Shortly after she left to prepare Julie's bottle, leaving me 
with the baby . Before she left she took Julie's s h oes off 
on the bed, smelled t h em in a playful way and a 3ain commented 
11 stinky pig;:sie s ''. .After mother left the room, Julie eng aged 
me in a game of 11 kiss the doll" where we each had to take 
turns kissing her doll . This was the first time that Julie 
laughed aloud while I had been there. The kissing behavior 
seems c ammon with her as she w auld at s orne time kiss each 
doll she played with . Mrs. E. would encourage her to 11 kiss 
the dolly" or 11 hug it''· There was no kissing or hugging be-
tween Mrs. E . and Julie except when Julie fell , reached up 
to Mother who said "You want to be hugged? O.K. 11 
When Mrs. E. did prepare to give Julie the bottle, she 
placed her , minus shoes, in her crib and left her with the 
bottle which Julie accepted easily. Mother said that occa-
sionally she will lie d own with Julie on the bed as she used 
to when she nursed her . Julie would ask for it when she 
wanted it. 
Mrs. E . reported that Julie was a companion to her as 
she could talk to her and Julie understood everything. In 
this interview, it was noticeable that ,Julie listened when 
told to do something, but this did not seem to be in the area 
of ''companionship". Mother then mentioned that she had lived 
in this two family house for nine months but has no friends 
in the neighborhood . She rarely g oes out except to shop --
preferably with her husband. Her m~ther-in-law is a frequent 
visitor, but she works as a nurse, so Mother is alone during 
the day. 
Mrs . E . filled in during this interview the facts that 
Julie learned to say ttGod 11 when t he crucif i x was pointed to by 
seven months , that she was no trouble cut ting her teeth , that 
she makes no fuss when Mother and Father leave her with grand-
father and grandrmother. 
Julie played by herself during this interview most of the 
time. She put her blocks in her pail, pushed a tooth brush in 
a jar , h u gge d and kissed her dolls . Only when she touched the 
pen , fell down , and was given the bottle , was there overt 
int eract ion between Mother and daughter. 
In our second. interview, Mrs. E . was quite as cordial 
as on the first visit. Julie was neatly dressed in a pink 
rompe r set an~ was again playing in her p lay pen in her bed-
room when I entered. 
Mothe r was not feelin g well t his day -- she had pains in 
her stomach and back and was g oing to the doctor later that 
day. Mother spoke about Julie ' s delivery in connection with 
her plans to have the second baby delivered in a hospital 
nearby. Mrs. E. says that at Mass . Mem orial Hospital, she 
was given ether and d oesn't remember a thing . Julie was 
born on a Sunday morning and Mother claims to have been in 
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a daze until Tuesday. According to Mrs . E. here was a hard 
deli very -- her "stomach was all torn". The baby was too big 
for her -- she was "just a little thing" weighing 98 pounds 
when married. She blames Mass . Memorial Hospital for having 
gained 35 pounds during the pregnancy which wasn ' t noticeable 
until her sixt h month . 
During this time Julie played quietly in her playpen. 
She didn't come to Mother, but sat hugging a doll, banging her 
blocks and being generally self-occupied . Mother did not talk 
to Julie but seemed involved in her. own memories of the de -
livery and f ocused on telling me about it . 
As Mrs . E . had not mentioned .Tulle 1 s eye to this point , 
I asked how she felt when she first saw the baby . She 11 felt 
nothing'' -- 11 s he was in a daze". When asked how she felt 
about the eye prob lem , Mother said 11 awful 11 -- you have to get 
used to thing s like that . She began to discuss her sister 
who had had a hare-lipped baby three years ·:,before. She fo -
cused on how her mother felt and how everyone was primarily 
concerned with how grandmother would react . · Apparently , she 
~~~almos t fa llted when she saw the baby 11 • When I a gain f ocused 
on Julie's eye , Mother said that the doctors didn't under -
stand why that eye was so much smaller and they had bb imme-
diate plans for the future. Mother added in conclusion that 
it doesn't affect Julie's sight as she can see the smallest 
crumbs on the floor. 
Mother noticed that Julie was b ecoming restless , seemed 
to want to get out of the playpen. She said 11 Where are the 
blocl{s ?'1 and .Julie found them. "Where 1 s your tummy? nose? 
bum?" and .Julie would point. .Julie then pushed at the sides 
of the pen and Mother took her out. .Julie played with a huge 
dog doll -- used as a T.V. cushion, then went and pushed a 
rocking horse back and forth. She brought Mother a can of 
b aby powder with infants engaged in different activities 
painted on it. Mother would say, 11 Look at the baby. Whatis 
the baby doing? The baby is taking a bath, eating his supper, 
etc." She pointed her finger at the pictures and when she 
stopped, Julie would take her band and put her finger on the 
can again. 
After t his period, I inquired as to Julie's feeding 
schedule. Julie has about four bottles a day to supplement 
her junior foods. Julie holds a spoon and wants to feed her-
self, but Mother feeds her because she gets all messy. Mother 
isn't anxi ous to have her try so she can keep her clean. She 
pointed out that Julie could hold the spoon, but she tilted 
it. I as ked when she anticipated letting her use the spoon. 
Mother replied, " 'Nhen she can use it right. '1 
Mother offered me tea during this interview and gave 
Julie a small piece of bread and butter in her hi gh chair. 
Mother commented as she tore the bread while buttering it, 
"My Mother ~ould say that was a mess -- I a g ree with her." 
She asked me to pardon her table setting as it wasn't fancy. 
Julie ate her bread and there was no interaction between 
t he two . Julie pointed to the wind ow and Mother said she 
often looks there but she d oesn't kn ow if Julie is looking 
out the window or at a flower on the curtain. 
On the third interview, Mrs. E . looked well her hair 
was newly set and she had on an attractive maternity dress. 
She ushered me into the living room for the first time . Julie 
was sitting on the floor playing with an empty cracker box , 
and her long forelock was curled for the first time . Mother 
had set it, and though it keeps falling in Julie's eyes , 
Mother likes to keep it long to curl. Mrs . E. said she was 
exhausted today as she had been during a g ood deal of this 
pre gnancy and the last one. She could sleep all day and took 
naps wheneve r Julie did. Julie brought the box to Mother who 
said, 11 That 1 s nice ," and Julie continued to stand near her. 
Mrs . E. said, ''Put the blocks in the box." Julie didn't, but 
stayed leaning against her mother's legs. Julie then went 
over and found a book and brought it to Mother. She began 
to point to pictures of dogs taking baths, swimming , etc . 
Julie reached up her arms and Mother picked. her up on her 
lap. J~lie leaned against her and accidentally poked her 
finger in her own deformed eye. She be gan to rub it and 
Mother kept taking her band away and pointing Julie's finger 
to a picture. 
Julie then got off Mother's lap and walked to a vase . 
Mot her saod, " That's mine" quietly and pointed to her chest . 
11 Don 1 t touch it." Julie pointed to herself , and Mother said 
she imitates that . Mother then asked 11 Where ' s the baby?'' 
and Julie looked at her picture hanging on the wall . Mother 
commented on the wedding picture nearby saying that when 
Julie was just six months, she would look at that pi c ture 
when asked 11Vhere 1 s Daddy". Julie then walked to the T . v . 
and j iggled the knobs . Mother had removed the handles , so 
seemed .content to let Julie play there . Julie then walked 
to the coffee table and pushed it . Mother said sharply but 
not loudly " Stop it " and Julie did . She t ouched a figure of 
a girl ' s head and a gain Mother said " That 's mine". Julie 
sta red ·at it and Mother said 11 Pre tty girl 11 in a very sweet 
voice . Mother then a sked Julie if she would like to get in 
the playpen . Julie carne to Mother who put her in . Once 
inside, she played with the assort ed d olls inside, placing 
them on her head and cooing to them . She made noises to 
herself and occasionally said 11 baby 11 • She rang a bell toy 
and then handed it to me . I rang it, too , and she laughed 
and we took turns. Julie then went to play with Mother 's 
foot which was . jutting into the pe n. By this time Mother 
was sitting half d ozi ng on the chair with her chin in her 
h a nd. She let Julie push at her foot and then Julie returned 
to me . She threw a doll out and I picke d it up and handed it 
back . She repeated this , but the doll bounced under the 
pen . Julie pointed to it and Mother said , 11 No more o baby" . 
Julie pointed again, then gave up on this and handed me a 
rabbit toy which I sat on the pen rim , on her head, on my 
lap. She enjoyed this for quite a while and asked for mora 
several times . Then she played with my watch and the safety 
chain . She kissed my watch once and in response to my quizzi-
cal look, Mother said she kisses the holy medal on Mother's 
watch. Julie then n.b.' "!.9 11 rather anal noise and Motr.t> :t• said, 
1Tha t' s naugtty, :;~1a t stinks, naughty girl . '1 She teok Juliet s 
hand and pulled her over to her while aclrnonishing her. Julie 
turned away and began to bite on a rubber doll. Mother piclced 
her up quite as if she had a dirty d iaper (away from her) and 
took her to the bedroom. I heard "Shame" several times. 
Mother then returned and said she put her on the potty daily 
but she really didn't know what it was for yet . She then 
turned to Julie and asked, 11 Where ' s your belly, your nose, etc • 11 
Julie responded by •pointing. Julie then reached for the rab-
bit, kissed and hug;;ed it. Mother said she loves to kiss. One 
time they were both watching T.V. and Julie leaned over from 
the arm of the chair and k i ssed Mother on the lips -- then 
returned to watching T.V. 
This interview, Julie seemed much surer of her walking. 
She was friendlier to the observer in that she made overtures 
to play . When the observer said 11 bye bye" to leave , she 
shook her head seeming for the first time to consider the 
obs erver as a person . 
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CASE 4 - MRS . B. 
The first visit, Mrs. B. greeted the ob server in a friend -
ly re la.xed manner , and the first impr.e ssi on of her was of a 
warrn , out-g oing, casual person . She is an attractiv e bleached 
blond , rather buxom twenty- year old, neatly gr oomed and dressed 
in an attractive skirt and sweater set . Her relaxed casual 
manner permeated the interview. Mr. B., a twenty- four year 
old tall and rather wiry young man , was also present during 
the interview . He seemed rather reserved and not as easy- going 
as his wife, and in his manner with the child , seemed t o be 
more paternal than Mrs. B. was maternal . 
'rhey live in a duplex apa rtment which has two bedrooms 
on the first fl oor and living -room and k i tchen in the basement. 
The li Ying - I•oom a nd k i t chen are shared by Mrs. B. 1 s sister and 
two - year old child who live on the second floor . The interview 
toe~ p lace i n the living-room which was attractively and taste-
fu lly decorat ed wi th mode rn furn!ture. The entire apart ment 
was immaculate . 
When the observer entered the living-room, Carl was sit-
ting in a canvas seat attached to a pully which hung in the 
doorway between the kit chen and li vi n g - room. He was actively 
bounc i ng up and d own . He laughed and v ocalized whe n the ob-
server entered , and the first i mpression was that of a very 
happy child . He was playing with h~s father's p ipe and 
mouthing it, whi ch he continued to do most of the interview. 
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Almost immediately, Mrs. B. removed Carl from the seat and 
stood him on the floor. He immediately walked over to where 
the observer wa s sitting and rested his head against her knee. 
He took the pen and paper out of her hand and started to scrib-
ble while still holding on to his father's pipe. Mrs. B. gave 
him a pencil so that he would give back the ob server 's pen , but 
he held all three in one hand with an extremely tight grasp . 
He wa s not content with a substitute -- the pencil or pipe . 
After a few moments , he dr opped the pipe which landed under 
the coffee table. He tried to pick it up, but couldn't reach 
it as there was little room b etween the coffee table and couch . 
After waiting to see if be could p ic k it up himself, Mrs . B. 
picked it up for him. 
As we conversed , the followin g information was eli c ited . 
Carl , fourteen months old, wei-ghed seven p ounds, eleven ounces, 
at birth and now wei~hs twenty pounds , ten ounces. The young-
ster has a sturdy, robust physique with broad shoulders and 
strong llmbs . He was bottle-fed from birth. At two r.10nths , 
h e went off his night bottle and was receiving four bottles 
a day . A few weeks later, he was hospitalized at Massachusetts 
General Hospital for four days for intestinal virus , dehydra-
tion , diarrhea and vomiting . When he returned home from the 
hospital , his night bottle was resumed which he cont inues to 
receive if he awakens during the ni ght. At ten months, he 
went off baby food and now eats everything the parents eat . 
They said he is a hearty eater and likes all types of foods . 
They told of a picnic they went on when Carl was ten months 
old when he ate such things as pickles , mustard , hotdog s and 
p ota to chips • . l':.f3 J\f.r . B. described Carl 1 s appetite , t he ob -
server felt he was perhaps inclined to exaggerate , as he told 
it in a prou d and b oastful manner and seemed to be implyi ng 
that Carl is really a little man . Mrs . B. helps him to eat , 
but add ed that 11 he likes to have a spoon on his p l ate and pick 
t h e food off the spoon and put it in h is mouth with his hands''. 
He 1 s now on three meals a day and eats regularly at 7 . 15 A. VI ., 
1.00 P. M., and 6 . 0 0 P. M. When put to bed at 6 . 30 , they give 
him a bottle , but he doesn 't drink the milk and only uses the 
bottle to p lay with . Mr . B. said they had to buy plastic b ot -
t les a s he would break glass ones , throvdng them on the floor , 
11 as he is so active". 
Mr. B. is a taxi driver and presently on the 3 P . M. to 
2 A • .. 1. shift . When he returns h ome from work , Carl will f re -
quent l y awaken as he hears h is parents talking in their bed-
room. Carl ·Vi' ill no t cry , but will rather vocalize and bang 
hi s head on the wall s eparating their two rooms . If he stays 
awake any length of time , they wi ll give him a bottle , so he 
will g o back to sleep . He s lee ps t h rou gh unt il 7.00 A. M. He 
is put in the crib every afternoon for two t o three hours ; 
hmvever , he seldom na ps but will rather voca lize and play with 
the toys in t he crib . They said he will spend hours talking 
to his father's sock s or the kitty which is usually on the 
other bed in his room. Mr . B. said Carl doesn't need people 
as he 11 plays just as well by himself or with the kitty" . 
In relation to his motor develoPMent , Mrs. B. said that 
Carl stood up before he sat up. At six months , he stood up 
in the crib h ol1ing onto the side. He walked without assist-
ance when he was just over one vear old. He never did crawl; 
in fact , before be learned to walk without assistance , if 
t here was something he wanted across the ro~n, he would walk 
a round the room holding onto the fur11iture until he got to 
whe re he was g oing . Mr. B. said Carl might wa lk throu gh 
three rooms holding anto the wall and furniture to get some-
thing he wanted that was originally a few feet away. 
Tl-tey said Carl loves to look at magazines, and then 
gave him a magazine to look at to show the observer what they 
meant. He turned the pages and looked at the pictures and 
wa s especially intent on a full-page picture of a man's fa ce. 
~ hen he tired of looking at the magazine , he tried to get up 
from his sitting position on the fl oor. As his feet were on 
the magazine , he kept sliding and was unable to stand up, al-
though he tried vainly to do it becoming quite frustrated as 
evidenced by h is whining . 5oth Mr . and Mrs. B. said, " Get 
off the magazine , silly , '' but made no effort to help him. 
1Nhen he was unable to stand up , he then hitched himself over 
to the coffee table and pulled hLllself up . Mrs . B., sitting 
on the couch, then picked him up and held him against her as 
he stood on her lap . Carl beat his head against her chest 
many times and then stepped off her lap and dr opped his father's 
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pipe behind the couch. It was im~ossible to retrieve it as 
the cuuch was a gainst the wall , nor did the parents make an 
effort to get it for· him . Instead , Mr . B. raised the window 
curtain so Carl could look out, even though he could not see 
out even then. Mr . B. then played patty cake with Carl, which 
Carl did competently without looking at his hands . As Carl 
was becomin g fussy and it was two hours beyond his usual nap 
time , Mrs . B. said it was time f or him to g o to bed . Mr . B. 
lifted h:!.m up, but befor e taking him upstairs , pointed t o 
their wedding picture to which Carl waved 11 bye - bye 11 • As soon 
as Carl was put in the crib , and even before his father left 
the room , we could hear him from downstairs banging his head 
against the cri b . Mrs. B. said he does that every time he is 
put to bed , but she did not express any concern about it . 
8a~l smiled and laughed during much of th"? lnterview 
and was continual ly active , investigating and pl aying w'i th 
various objects . He walked around the rooms freely , goi ng 
from living-room through the hall t o the kitchen . Mr . B. 
said, ''He's n osey like me- - he always has to know what ' s 
g oing on." ~ hen they have a party , Carl 11 wants to join the 
fun and hates to e;o to bed if there are other people around 11 • 
They said he isn ' t fri gh tened of pe ople because he is so used 
to having them a round. The maternal grandparents live a c ross 
the street and spend a g ood deal of time in the home a nd , too, 
the B.'s do a great deal of entertaining . Carl plays with a 
two- year old neighbor and his cousin. 
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Mrs . B. returned to part - time employment as a clerical 
worker when Carl was just over a year old. The date given f or 
returni n6 to work coincid ed with the time Carl learned to walk 
by himself. She is presently working three days a week , but 
hopes to retu~n to full - time employment in a few weeks so that 
they can malce payment on outsta nding bills . Whe n she does 
wo~k , Carl is cared for by a nei ghbor . He usually does cry 
when she leaves h i m, but she feels he naps much better there 
than he does in his own home . Mrs. B. said she would like to 
move to a housing projec t as ber sister wh o recently moved 
u pstairs is 11moody and difficult to get along wi th11 • Since 
t- he two fami lies share the living- room and kitchen , Mrs . B. 
feels she has very little privacy . 
The s e cond visit, Mrs . B. greeted the observer in a 
friendly manner and ushered her into their bedroom to l e ave 
her coat. The bedroom was sparsely furnished but immaculate . 
We went into the k i t chen where Carl was sitting in his hi -
chair eating an apple . He paid no attention to the observer 
when s he entered, and there was no expression change . Mrs . 
B. said she had been eating the apple , but as he wanted it , 
she gave it t o him . Carl looked and acted as if he had a 
cold as his nose and eyes were running; however, Mrs . B. said 
he was cutting his twelfth tooth and 11 he always is that way 
when he teeths 11 • 
Mrs . B. Immediate ly began to prepare Carl's supper whi ch 
consisted of thick ve getable soup with bread broken up in it 
and a cup of mi ·lk. She explEined that he wasn't eating the 
sam e food as they si~ce he wasn't feeling well . Mr . B. came 
into the k itchen at this point . The 6bsdrver had made the 
v isi t at t his hour purposely so that Mr . B. would be at work; 
however, he bad his shift changed and was now working days . 
Carl managed his cup e x ceeding ly well , h olding it in 
one hand with a very firm g rasp . The cup had a cover on it 
with larg e ho l es which enabled the milk to f low through easily. 
Mrs . B. sat down in fr ont of him and started to feed him . She 
gave h i m hug e spoonfulls in rapid succession as i f stuffing 
f ood into him so that his mouth was full and he literally 
ga gged . When she stopped feeding h i m for a moment , he dug 
his hands into the f ood and started eat ing with his hands . 
Both Mr . and Mrs . B. seemed unconcerned and made no mention of 
it . Mrs. B. t hen put the spoon on his dish and said in a 
pleasant and a g reeable manner , ''Oh , you want to feed yourse lf." 
Carl raised the spoon to his mouth , and in a hitt ing fashion , 
spilled the food all over his face , on his shirt , on the 
fl oor a nd on the hi - chair . Mrs . E. made no effort to feed 
him , nor did she clean up the f ood until he was through . Mr . 
B. took his empty cup away , but as Carl started to whine , he 
poured him another cup which seemed to pacify him . As Carl 
was eating , Mr . B. started to cook their spaghe t ti dinner . 
After Carl finishe d eating , Mrs. B. washed his face 
and hands and cleaned up the spilled food . She then t ook 
him out of hi - chair and stood him in the middle of the fl oor. 
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Carl came over to the table where the observer was sitting , 
but did not come to her . He reached for an orange that v1as 
in the middle of the table , but as h e c tnild not reach it , 
vocalized for it . Mr . B. reached for the orange for him and 
call e d it a '1ball 11 • r.Jir . B. c r ouched d own on the floor and 
as ked Carl to throw the ball to him . Carl held onto it , 
but later dropped it as if trying t o thr ow i t to his father . 
The orange rolled under the chair where his mother was sitting , 
but she made no effort to get it for him . Carl reached his 
foot under the chair while standing up and rolled it out with 
his foot . He then rolled the ball along the floor with his 
foot in short kicking movements as if he was p laying soccer. 
His shoe became unt ied , and mother asked father t o t ie it . He 
d i d tie it and then asked Carl to g ive him a kiss as he put 
his mouth up close to Carl 1 s. Carl kissed him for whi ch 
father thanked him . Carl was walking around constantly . He 
went to the cab inet of pots and pans, and Mrs . B. asked him 
t o get the dish pan . He opened the cabinet door and looked 
for a few minutes , but took nothing out. There was music on 
t he radio , a nd Mrs . B. said to Carl , 11 Let 1 s dance ." After 
circling him ar ound a few times, Mr . B. again crouched down 
on the floor an d clapped his hands t o the mus ic. Carl imi -
tated the rhythm , but instead of clapp ing his hands together , 
beat his hands on the cupboard. 
Mr . B. said that when Mrs. B. is horne , she ge ts all the 
at t ention from Carl ; howe ver, when she isn 't home, Mr . B. 
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does get it. Carl never did g o spontaneously to his father 
and only once did he g o spontaneously to his mother. After 
he had been playing for some time, he sat down in the middle 
of the floor, looked very tired , and started t o cry. Mrs . 
B. did help him to s t and up after which he walked over and 
stood by her chair. She picked him up and held him .affec-
tionately and said it was time for bed . Before taking him 
to bed , she carried him over to the wall and pointed ou t birds 
and flower pots in the wallpaper design, naming each as he 
fingered them . Although Carl looked as though he didn't feel 
well , he was active and had a g ood disposition on the whole. 
The observer accompanied Mrs . B. upstairs while she put 
Carl to bed . He was g iven a bottle of milk to take to bed . 
The two bedrooms were s witched since the previous visit and 
was attributed to the fact that Carl banged his head against 
the wall separating their rooms. His crib is now a gainst the 
outer wall furthest from their room, underneath the windows . 
There was not a thing in the crib except the bottom sheet 
not even a blanket . As soon as Mrs. B. laid. him down, he 
stood up on his hands and knees and ban g ed his head against 
t he bars at the head of the crib. As he ban ged, he had a 
rather playful expressi on on his face. Mrs . B. made no ef -
fort t o stop him, but rather kissed him and turned out . the 
light. The room was unusually dark as the shades were drawn 
tight; however, they have never l eft a ni ght light on, and 
Mrs. B. says the dark does not bother him . Mrs . B. could not 
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say when his head banging be gan, but he does it every time he 
is put to bed . During the five minutes the observer remained 
in the house , he was still banging his head . 
When· the observer arrived for the third visit , Carl was 
in the play pen in the living room . He was obviously discon -
tented a s he was trying to crawl over the side and was whining . 
Mrs . B. said he is only placed in the pen when she does house -
work, which s he was in the process of doing when the observer 
arrived. She did take Carl out of the pen i mmediat e ly . 
Mr . B. was home this time also , but he left for work 
half way through the interview since he was home only to eat 
breakfast . Mr . B. said he loves taxi driving as he is out in 
the air all day and , too, he cRn be independent . Obs e rver 
mentioned that , too, he could come home any time he wanted . 
Mrs . B. s p oke up and said 11 that 1 s the trouble. He comes home 
any time and eats and expects me to do the dishes . But I now 
refuse to do them any more than three times a day ; so if he 
wants t o eat , he has t o do his own dishes ." 
The television set was on and Carl watched it until his 
mother turned it off . She said she doesn ' t have any trouble 
with carl about touching the television set as he touched it 
once and she slapped his hands . She said the television was 
too expensive a thing f or him to play with and she had to 
11 teach him'' . Carl seemed not at all concerned when the set 
was turned off and made no response other than to become in -
volved in anothe r activity . He picked up a toothbrush that 
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was on the coffee table and went t o the door leading into the 
bathroom. Mrs . B. said he now always holds onto the tooth-
brush as he watched his father br~shing his teeth the other 
morning and he now imitates him . He did not g o int o tl1e bath-
room, but sat down on the floor and played peek- a - b oo with 
the ·oose rver . Mrs . B. said , "Carl learned a new trick this 
week," and proceeded to show the observer what it was . She 
left the closet d oor ajar and told Carl to open the door . He 
opened the door , walked lnto the closet, and pulled a towel 
from the shelf which they told him to put back . As there we re 
many t owe ls squeezed onto a narrow shelf, it was a difficult 
task; however , Carl worked at it until he got the towel back 
in place. He then pulled a blanket out, but Mrs. :s . told him 
to leave it in the closet as there was already one in his 
cradle . He did put the blanket back and then came out of the 
closet and closed the door. 
Things that Carl is no t suppose to touch seem to be 
left within his reach , but he is told not to touch them. He 
pi c ked up a china ashtray from the coffee table, and Mrs . B. 
said, 11 Pu.t it back ," which he responded to immediately with-
out any obvious sign of anger or frustration. Mrs . B. then 
related an incident that happened ye sterday in which it wa s 
felt she was trying to impre ss on the observer how well Carl 
minds her . He removed a doily from under a dish which she 
told him to repla ce , and he fussed and fumed with it a long 
time until pe finally replaced it under the dish . After 
replacing the ashtray , Carl wal ked over to the observer and 
looked at an ashtry on her chair. Although he looked as 
though he wanted to touch it , he did not , but rather looked at 
the observer and laughed while claspi ng his hands tightly to-
gether as if restraining himself . Carl pointed t o the mantle 
and vocs.lized that he wanted somethin[:!; . Although there were 
many ob jects on the mantle, Mr . B. realized what he wanted 
and b rought him down a little car . Carl pushed the car along 
the floor with his foot as he had the orange in the last inter-
view . On Mr . B.' s part there was much pla y activity with the 
child. He jounced him up and down on the couch , threw him in 
the air and pulled him back and forth by his suspenders . Carl 
del i ghted in a l l this activity and particularly liked being 
pulled bac k and forth by his suspenders . 
~ hen Mr . B. left for work and kissed Carl g oodbye , Carl 
vJaved bye - bye but otherwise seemed unconcerned. Mrs . B. said 
that when she le a ves, Carl will look for her through all the 
rooms , and if he can't find her , will fuss , but will not do 
this if Mr . B. is there . Mr . B. has. taken care of Carl a 
great deal of the time as Mrs . B. g oes out for the evening 
three times a week . She belongs t o two girls ' social clubs in 
addi t ion to fl.t t ending c h oir rehearsal one night a week and 
church on Sunday . Except for working , Mr . B. is seldom out 
of the house at ni s ht. So he takes care of Carl in Mrs . B.' s 
absence . Su nday mornin5s, Mrs . B. g ive s Carl h is bath , 
dresses him, changes him , feeds him and plays with him . ~hen 
Carl was a baby , Mr . B. g ot up in the night to give him his 
bottle . Mrs . B. said that her husband is a bi g help and 
really enj oys taking care of Carl. 
Carl we nt to the cupboard ani brought out his family ' s 
piggy bank which wa s a jar with a top on it . He b rought it 
to the ob s e rver to open , although his mother was closer to 
him . Mrs . B. a sked him where "his piggy bank'' was and then 
went t o g et it for him. He relinquished his family ' s bank for 
him readily and kissed his pi ggy . After more i nve sti gating , 
walking around and play ing , Carl seemed tired and started t o 
cry . Mrs. B. lay him on tbe couch and he immediately got up 
on his hands and knees and rocked back and f orth while still 
crying . Mrs . B. lifted him on her lap and held him cl ose in 
an affectionate manner while patting his back. He continued 
to cry and bit the button on her sweater . He did not stop 
cry ing until she released him and juggled him on her knee . 
Mrs . B. said be only g oes to her when he doesn ' t feel well , 
but then said he is quite affe c t i onate and frequent ly puts 
his head a gainst her knee . She did say she thou~ht he didn ' t 
need people , as Mr . B. had said in an earlier interview . Carl 
receives mu ch attention from his maternal g randfather of whom 
Carl is very fond . Carl is the onl y grandchild who d oes get 
attention from this grandfather , and Mrs . B. attri butes thi s 
to the fact that she was h e r fath er ' s fav orite as s he was 
the baby in her fam~ly and was always pampered . 
In response to the observer's question regarding 
mastur bation , Mrs. B. said , »He does finger his genitals when 
he is in the bath or when he is wet and is telling he wants to 
be cha n a;ed . '1 When he does it in the bath, she will give him 
something to play with; however , she "wouldn ' t punish him until 
he is old enough to understand that he shouldn't do it." She 
said he doesn't lilre to have clothes on and fusses when she 
dresses him; however , he d oes not fuss when his father dresses 
him. To Mrs . B. 1 s knovvledge, Carl has never sucked his thumb. 
Tbe ob s e rver again asked about the head banging -- if it was 
still g oing on , and when it was first not iced. Mrs. B. felt 
it s t a rted a b out two months a g o, a nd he "learned it from his 
cousin ups t airs rho always did it 11 • Mrs . B. then said there 
was s omethin;s she did want to know about. Recently , Carl has 
been l y ing down on the f loor and banging his f oot . She feels 
his foot banging is a playful activity and could not say that 
he did it at any particular time such as when he is mad or 
tired; but she did wonder why he did it. It seemed to the 
obs e ~ver tha t there was no concern manifested re garding the 
head bang ing ; however , in questioning the observer a bout t he 
foot b angi ng , con cern was evident . 
Mr. and Mrs. B. moved to a Veteran's Housing Proj e ct a 
wee k before t he fourth visit was made. This visit was unex-
pected and could have caused considerable inconvenience to 
Mrs . B.; h oweve r , i t did not s e em to disturb her in the least . 
The living - roO!n was terri bly cluttered with rubbish which 
Mr s . B. e xpl a ined wa s there be cause she bad just cleaned out 
a close t . Dirty laundry was piled. high in the kitchen as she 
was in the process of doing the laundry , which she continued 
to do while the observer was t here . She was quite unconcerned 
about the condition of the h ouse , and when the observer apolo-
gized for t he i nc onvenienc e , she made no p retense or apology 
for the house bein0 in shambles but s eemed to feel the observer 
would accept it as it was . 
Mrs . B. now has a full - t ime job as a rece pt ionist at a 
hos pi tal . She would like t o continue workin3 as lon~ as p os -
sible , but d oubt s that this will be long because 11 as soon as 
the Projec t l earns of i t , t he rent will be raised". She is 
working to pay off accumulated bills , but she says she would 
rather stay home . Although she e n joyed staying home during 
her pregnancy and until Carl was one ye~r old , she does en joy 
working . A neighbor in the Project cares for Carl vvhile Mrs . 
B. works . This ne ighbor ' s teen - a ge daughter was present 
during the intervie w, and Mr s . B. treated her as though she 
were her hired maid . During the visit , Mrs . B. asked the girl 
to awaken Carl from h is nap , empty the garba3e , take a b ox 
of trash outd oors , and to g o to the st ore . 
Carl played by hlm self in the kitchen the en t1 re inter -
view and seemed almost ob livious t o the fact a ny of us were 
there. He spent most of the time sitting or standing in the 
d ish pan while trying t o stand on his head . When the neigh-
bor or the observer tal ked to him , he smiled , but he never 
t ook n otice of his mother , n or she of him , e x cept when the 
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observer asked a question about him . Once she did call to 
h~m in order to give him keys t o show the observer how he tries 
to unlock the d oor . He did g o immediately t o her when she 
called and took the keys from her . After t~ying to unlock the 
door , he went back to the c ouch where his mother was sitting 
and was picked up by her . Be stood up on the couch and picked 
up ceramic fi:sures on the window-sill. Mrs . B. told him "no" 
and slapped his hands gently . He then sat d own on the couch 
and played with her p oc ke tbook whi le emptying its contents . 
She let him d o this and was most unconce rned about it . 
Mrs. B. related that once in a while Carl now has a 
temper tantrum when he can 1 t have his own way which 11 he get s 
frorn hern . The other day , Carl and a two - ye ar old girl were 
each given a glass of orange juice -- Carl 's in a g reen glass 
and the g irl ' s in a red g l a ss. Carl screamed and stamped his 
feet; and as they thought he wanted the red glass, they 
changed g lasses ; however, he wasn 't satisfied as he 1.1!/anted 
both g lasses . Mrs . B. spanked hi.rn and put him in his crib 
until he " quiet ed down" . In a few minutes he quieted down 
and was b rought out and then drank his own glass of juice . He 
doesn't bang his head on the crib so much now , but rather 
jumps up and down in the crib when put to bed. He does n ot 
continue thi s activity as long as he did the hea d banging and 
usually tires of it in a few moments . Sometimes when he ' s 
tired , he will put a blanket on the floor, rest his head on 
it , and bang his foot on the floor . 
it. He then -Ni ggled down from her lap and walked td> t he cup ... 
b oard of pots and pans as Mrs . C. followed him and screamed , 
11 Don' t you dare , I' 11 nail shu t'' . 
As we talked in the living - room , Al stoo:l in fr ont of us 
leaning a gai nst the couch or sat on the f loor. There was very 
little activity and spontaneity on his pa r t , a1d what activity 
there wa s brought punishment which was always the same . In 
a sharp , harsh , critical voice , she screamed , ''No , Mommy , bad 
b oy 11 an d s lappe d his hands. When slapped , l did not cry, 
but rather lau0 hed and usually continue d with the beh&vior 
that provoked her to slap him . Thi s reprima nd occurred when 
he blew at ashes in the ash tr~y and when he stuck his hands 
down between the cushions on the divan . Again he tipped his 
b ottle upside d own so that milk s ptlled out . She reprimanded 
him , wiped up the milk , and he immediately tipped the bottle 
upside down a gain. She said , '' See , he just does i t on pur -
pose . " He t ook the observer ' s pen a nd scr i bbled on paper - -
Mrs. c. grabbed it out of his hand , repr imanded him , and made 
a gesture a s thou gh throwing the pen in the other room . He , 
in response to this gesture , pi c ked up the bottle that was 
on the couch and drop];)8d it quite forcefully on the fl oor . 
Al sleeps unt il te n to e l even A. M; however , he does not 
g o t o bed until midnight as he "stays up to watch television" . 
She tried putting him t o bed "when I wanted , but it didn ' t 
work a s he wouldn ' t go . " Now , when he is tired , he takes his 
mother by the hand and leads her to his crib . He slept with 
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his parents in their bed until a month ago when they moved to 
their present apartment where he ha s his own romn . 
Toilet training has not been started . Mrs . c. tried 
putting him on the toilet once , but he was so scared and cried 
that she didn ' t try it again as she read, 11 You s h ould n ' t force 
toi l et training . " 
Mrs. c. says that Al idolizes his father , and he prefers 
11 him to me 11 • Mr . C. can 1 t leave the house with Al screaming 
even if' Mrs . c . is there . hen she slaps Al , he runs to his 
father and points to her . Mr . c. never slaps him , but as 
Mr s . C. says , '1You have to slap them 2.s you have to teach 
them when they ' re small . " She seemed not at all concerned 
that Al prefers his father to her , but rather seemed to thi nk 
it was quite natural since she is the one who punishes him . 
Mrs . C. 1 s mother visits fre quent ly and tells her she shouldn ' t 
lick Al , but Mrs . c. says , 11 She forgets how she licked us 11 , 
which was said with much bi~terness . 
Twice during the interview , Mrs . C. k i ssed A. l, and both 
times it wa s after she had punished him by slapping him . 
There was no tenderness exhib ited , but rather the k iss was 
g iven almost as a g if t after the punishment . She exhibited 
no fondne ss or warmth t o him a nd paid little attention to him 
except to restrict and punish him . Al ' s_ sober and apathetic 
expression changed only the few tim e s when he lau ghed after 
being punished . 
As the ob server was ready to leave , Mrs . c. asked if 
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in a mechanical way exhibiting no warmth . There was n o phy-
sical contact with him as she only lifted his legs to put 
the di a.pe r under h im. There was an .extensive rash on his but -
toc!{S and le g s whi ch she commented on saying, "He always 3 ets 
a rash when he teeths. 11 She sprinkled powder on his genitals , 
but put nothing on the rash. Al slept all night i n _his shirt 
and overalls, and these were not chang ed when he did get up . 
She put on his shoes while he was in the carriage , an::i with 
this, came h is first aggressive act for the day . He whined 
and k icke d his legs vehemently as she held his leg s forceably 
and said , ''You ' re not going to win , kiddo11 , and forced his 
shoes on. She explained his resistance by saying he wanted 
his new shoes on . To quiet him , she 3ave him the bott l e , 
which was in the carriage and Which had been there all night . 
He did not drink fr om it but onl y played with it , and when he 
was quieted d own, she took him out of the carriage . 
It was most difficult to l e arn of the sleeping arrange -
ment as Mrs. c. gave va gue and conflicting stories; however , 
the obs erver felt it was more a lack of intelli genc e rather 
than r es istance t o g iving the inf ormation . It was f i nally 
learned that l ast night Mrs . c. didn ' t feel well; so , there-
f ore , did not feel like stay ing up wi th Al . She went to bed 
at 9 · 30 and as Al won't sta·.v up without her , he went to bed 
with her . The previous night be also slept in their bed ; 
however , he " d oesn 't li ke it and stays awake most of the 
n ight" . He li kes to spread out and doesn't like anyone to 
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roll against him. Since she basn 1 t been feelin6 well , Al bas 
been s leeping in the carriag e in their room as she said it 
\'JHs easier for her since she doesn ' t have to go to his room 
in the middle of the ni ght to cover him up . This was not 
clear as she then said it bas always been Mr . C.' s job to get 
up in the middle of the ni e.;bt and cover Al . The l iving- room 
and large playroom separate the two bedrooms. 
As soon as Al was on his fe e t , she devoted all her at -
tention to him , firing questions at him in rapid succession 
such as, 11 Where I s your belly? Wbe re 1 s your nose? Where ' s 
your eyes?" However , as soon as he tired of the game and 
refused to p oint to any more objects , she responded ' in a 
sardonic and reproachful manner , sayi ng , '' Mummy don 1 t like 
you anymore . '' This continued for p erhaps ten minutes , she 
re peating the same phrase every time he ne g lected to point 
to the object in question . 
1 looked at the ashtray i n fr ont of him , but did not 
have time to blow the ashes before Mrs . c . screamed to him 
t o get away . He had an innocent perplexed expression on 
his face, but sneezed after his mother yelled . She then 
asked Al to get her boots - - he l ookdd at her shoes and she 
spoke in a dis gusted :manner, 11 Not shoes , boots - Boots, Boots 
in the closet -- get them . 11 As h e approached the closet , he 
l o o~ed apprehensive , but as he got up to it an extremely 
anxi ous and fearful expression came over his face and he 
slowly edged backwards away from the closet . When questioned 
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as to what he was fri ghtened of , she replied that i t was the 
radiator which was.beside the cl ose t. In a matter of fact 
way , she said , "That won't hurt you . 11 When asked if he was 
e ver burned, she said , 11 No , I t old him not to g o near it . 
The same with the stove -- he won ' t go near that even when 
i t ' s not on." She then stood between the radiator and the 
closet blocking him from it -- the radiator was not . on . He 
then inched his way up to the cl oset in a cautious , appre -
hensive way . He made 2. hissing sound imitating steam coming 
f orth from a radiator . Al picked up a be l t from the closet 
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floor , and Mrs . c. grabbed it from him in a very controlling 
and hostile manner and told him be couldn ' t have t hat . He 
did b ri ng ou t one boot , but rather than g iving him any praise 
for his effor~ , she told him to g et the other one , too . 
Mrs. c. left her positi on at the radiator to return to 
the couch , leaving Al sitting in fr ont of the closet . He 
seemed para l y z e d with fr i ght as be looked at the radiat or , 
but could make no move . She told him it was all ri ght as the 
radiator was not bot . He slowly edged backwards hi t ching 
himself' al ong the floor , until he was a safe distance away , 
and then he st o od u p . He picked up a t oy hatchet and ha~~er 
a nd came over to the couch and t ried to s tuff them down be -
tween the cushions . Mrs . c. did not stop him this ' time as 
she did in t he p revious visi t , but rather reache d them for 
him when he lost ho l d o f them . He a gain walked over to the 
cl oset , and Mrs . c. yelled, " Don ' t g o there , the radiator . " 
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He stopped and ran to the corner behind the couch where he 
sat on the floor during the r emainder of the interview that 
took place in the livine-ro o.m . While he was in the ' corner, 
Mrs. C. took notice of him only once. She told him she was 
going to visit the lady upstairs, whereupon Al came rushing 
out of his corner; bu t when be saw she was not serious, he 
returned t o the corner. She said he loves to sit in the 
corner and spend s a g ood deal of .time there. He gets i t 
from watching b oxing on Television . He and Mr . c . come out 
from opposite corners as the boxers do . 
She said Al realizes whe n she's sick -- he is so quiet --
11He doesn't b other me -- he p lays by himself . 11 'She then said , 
''He ' s so s e nsitive, you can't holler at him. 11 She related 
that yesterday he fell off the chair and hit his head on the 
floor. She did not feel that he hurt his head , but because 
she yelled at him for ge t t ing up on the chair , he cried . 
We went to the kitchen for coffee, and Al followed .us 
going to anoth er corner which Mrs . c. said was his favorite 
corner. She poured him an eighth of a cheese g lass of milk 
and gave him a cracker which vms the first and only f ood he 
had been g iven since arising . She had made no mention of 
breakfast , nor had he ind icated he was hungry . She gave him 
the glass whi l e he wa s standing and t old him to hold i t 
tight . He did not want to take the g las s but wanted to drink 
from it while she was holding it. As she did not want to 
hold it, she put it on the chair in front of him. 
She me ntioned that when Al sees dirt on the floor , he 
brings her the broom and tJ.)en holds the dust pan for her . 
She then told him t o bring her the broom and rl1:..st pan, and as 
he was getting them , she said , " He gets so excited when h e 
get s the broo:rn ." She could not say why he g ot excited , nor 
was any e x citement or change in behavior or expres sion not ed. 
He dropped the dust pa n and broom at his mother's feet, and as 
s he made no effort to s weep, he walked a way . 
Al wa s playing in the backyard when the obse rver arrived 
for the third visit. Mrs •. C., with her hair in pi n curls 
a nd dr8ssed in a h ousecoat , greeted the ob server and called 
he r hus band and Al in the h ouse. Mrs. C. r emoved Al' s coat, 
a nd as he s tretched out h is arm to he lp her r em ove the coa t , 
his arm remained in this outstretched position until Mrs . c. 
hung his coat in the closet and c ame back by him and lowered 
his arm. He wa s dressed in a clean while shirt, looked as 
thou gh h e had been freshly bathed and had his hai r neatly 
combed . :rvrr. c. is a s rnall -frameri , rather passive appearing 
~an, friend ly and courteous to the observer. Al i mmediately 
r an t o h is father and threw his arms around the father's 
le g s. Mr. c. picked h i m up and held him in a more or less 
support ing p osition for t e n minutes while standing in one 
s p ot in the mi ddle of the kitchen floor . As Mr. c. held 
him , he s poke softly to him asking him questions such as 
"Where is Mummy , where is Dad d y, where is Al , where is the 
nurse". Al res p onded to on l y one of these questions 
so. 
when asked where Al was , he pointed to his father and laughed . 
Mrs. C. menti oned how much .Al l oves his fa t her and how he ig-
nores her wh e n Mr . c. is present . She stretched out her arms 
to Al and said , "Come Mommy. 11 Al turned his head away from 
her and r est ed it on his f a ther ' s shoulder . She then held 
up a pe n a nd paper to him and said , "Look what I have , Al . 11 
He then g ot d own fr om his father 1 s arms and went to his 
mother . She thEm pushed the pen and paper out of ~is reach 
and g r abbed him and said , 11Ahha , I have y ou now. 11 'Al d id not 
appear t o be d isapp ointed but s eemed to take it as a matter 
of course as he pushed away from his mothe l ... and c ame to the 
observer for her pen . The only ot her time Al went to his 
mother wa s when she called to hi.m and said , '' I have a S'..lr -
prise f6r you," as she cupped her bands . As Al went to look 
at the surprise , she g r abbed him and said , 11 Ahha , I have you" 
triumphantl y . As Mr . c. picked Al up a gain , Mrs. C. said, 
11 No wonder he like s his f ather , he g ives him everything he 
wa nts -- he 6 ives into him . I d on ' t pick him up all day 
long a nd I certainly d on ' t 6 i v e into him . " 
Mr . c. made a p ot of coffee on his wife ' s request , but 
before he could make it he had t o wa sh the p ot a n d t hree 
cups . As we drank our coffee , Mrs . c. put Al in his hi -
chai r a nd gave him a small am ount of milk in a cup . He 
tried t o dr ink it so fast that he s pilled some dow n his 
fr on t . He bec8.me so anxious that he s pilled mi lk that he 
dropped the cup and beat his h ands on the hi - cha ir a s if in 
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a rage. The parents made no res ponse to tho spilled milk , 
but Mrs . c. wiped it up . Al then verbalized he wanted more 
milk, to whi ch his mother responded , 11 0h no , that's your tough 
luck -- you spilled it . " Mr . C. said it would spoil his din-
ner. Mrs. c. then proceeded to feed him his baby food. He 
ate four mothfulls and indicated he didn't want anymore. : Mrs. 
c. gave him a napkin and t old him t o wipe bis face. Although 
he did wipe the napkin a cross his face , he was unable to re -
move the f ood , and Mrs . C. t herefore wi ped it for him. Mr . 
c . then removed 1 from the hi - chair and sat him on his lap. 
Al reached for the spoon to feed himself, but Mrs .• c. said, 
"Don't y ou dare get messy again'' and g rabbed the spoon from 
him. 
With further reference to the feeding history, they said 
that at two months, the bottle was placed in a holder in his 
crib as Mrs . C.'s mother told them'~ou shouldn ' t hold the-
bottle for a baby". At three months , he started to h old the 
bottle himself. At five months , he started drinking out of 
a cup, but it was held for him only a few time s before he 
wanted to bold it hlmself . Nightly , he takes a bottle to 
bed with him even now; however , bis only pleasure is in 
"chewing the nipple as be does not drink the milk''. 
He ha s never suc 1red his th-.E.nb , but rec e ntl-y be has been 
putting his thumb in his mouth and chewing the nail . It 
was noticed that whenever he walked around the room , he did 
hatre his thumb in his mouth and he was biting his nai l . Mr . 
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c. said he ge ts that habit from his mother as she always bites 
her nails to which she did agree. Frequently as Al walked 
ar ound the room aimlessl y , he sighed heavily ; however , this 
did not occur spontaneously in r'elation to any frustration . 
There -.vas one other incident where he acted out his frustra -
ti on as he t ri ed. to unl ock the door with a key . He was unable 
to get the k ey in the keyhold and dropped the key . , At this , 
he shook his arms and stamped his feet. 
Mr . C. said 11 Al 11 in a soothing gentle manner , and .A l 
immediately stopped his tant r um< and laughed. Mrs. c. re-
msrked that he is such a nervous child. She held a 11 t 
cigarette a b out an inch a'Nay from Al ' s mouth , and as he drew 
in his breath , she pul led the cigarette away and laughed in 
a sadistic manner. 
There was more activity on Al 1 s part this visit; however , 
the activit y '.'las rath er lethargic and undire cted as it con -
sisted of aimless ·Nal k ing around the room , cli nging to his 
father or bri nging something to his father . 
Mr . c . talked of how lonesome it is living in their 
present apartment as at their previous address his mother 
lived upstairs and his sister downstairs . The paternal 
grandm ot her seems to be a very strong figure in this family 
I 
as she ls spoken of' in very i d eali stic terms by both Mr. 
and Mrs. c . 
Mr. c. mentioned the asthma attack Al suffered and of 
the severity of 1 t , as Al was so hysterical , ·he didn 1 t even 
know his father , "which proved he was really sick" . He enu -
merated t he foods Al is allergic to, which include orange 
juice and chocolate ; however , they do give him an orange to 
suck on, and Mrs . C. spoke up and said she gave Al a choco -
late last night. 
Mrs . C. was caL.'1'!er and more tolerant the fourth visit 
than previous visits. The i n tervie·w wa s devoted al:rh ost ex -
clusively t o at t empting to explore her feelings in relation 
to the child and also her a•Nareness of how her behavior is 
affecting him. Questions as to what she enjoys most about 
the child and what she finds most difficult were unfruitful 
as she responded that she enjoys everything. ~ hen specific 
areas such as feeding , play , and bedtime were pinpointed, she 
fel~ nothing wa s difficult, nor was the re any particula r time 
of the day he 1Nas more difficult. "He is as easy in daytime 
as nighttime ," All stages of his development were ,equally 
pleasant and she denies that any stage was more difficult 
than any other stage 11 He has always been wonderful, in -
teresting and easy . " She admitted , however , that she does ge t 
nervous when he gets on the couch as she is afraid he will 
fall off. The furniture in the living - room was rearranged 
a nd the couch fixed plush against the wall 11 to prevent him 
from falling behind the couch and also to prevent him from 
sitting in the corner ." During the entire int e rvi~w, Al 
sat in the corner of the couch and tried to squeeze down 
between the couch and wall which wa s i mpossible . 
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111 hen a sked if she thought Al was nervous , she re plied, 
11 He i s awful ly nervous when he can't have his own way or 
when he tries to ss.y SOI'1othin8 or do something he can' t do.' ' 
:.·Jhen e.sked how she knows he is nervous, she replied that he 
hold s h is b reath , his face gets red , a nd he screams . She 
said, 11 0h, is he stubborn . '' 
Mrs. c. took Al on her l ap and said , 11 \' here's Mummy's 
e ye?" He put his finger under her g l asses , and she imme -
diate ly slapped him and said, 11 No , ~flummy , you put my eye 
out.n For a few moments , Al was rather active , crawling over 
the couch ; however· , he s oon quieted d own as she said, 11 I'll 
-out you in your crib. n He played Vii th the observer's pocket -
b ook a nd opened the clasp . Mrs . C. to l d him t o shut it, and 
a lthough he tried to , she became i mpatient and left the room 
as she said, " Mu:rruny get stick." Al i mmediatel.v crawled back 
into t he corner of the couch and drank from his b ottle. 
After a 1.n oment , he f ollowed into the kitchen and took the 
stick from her . She said , 11 No, you don 't, '' and hit h i::.n 
gently on the buttoclcs with the stic l . He whined and 
started to bite his nail. She then t old him to put his hands 
out whlch he did as she hit each hand g ently with the s ti ck. 
Hitting wi t h the stick was more playful than punishing . Al 
a gain crawled on the couch and started rocking , hitting his 
head a gainst the ba ck cushion. Mrs . c. put her hand a gainst 
his chest and stom a ch and p~shed him a ~ainst the ba ck of the 
couch which was a very T.'Astricting acti on. Al became pa nicky 
as he waved his arms , held his breath , and had an extremely 
anxious, painful expression on his face. She relea.sed him 
after a moment , but repeated this action twice more when he 
didn't stop r ocking. As he stood on the ann of ~he couch, 
Mrs . C. made no move to stop him, but said, "You fall, I'll 
give you a boo- boo . 11 When asked what a boo- boo is , she 
replied, '1a score , and he is scared of · sores ." Maternal 
grandmother visited last week and she had a sprained ankle 
which was bandaged . Al would not g o near her , but ~when he 
wanted to get by her , walked way around her lookin~ at her 
ankle. 
' Whe n asked whether she thought Al was more like her or 
her husband , she pondered a moment and said she guessed he 
was like his father as be imitates him; however , he 's like 
her , too, as he learns fast . Her mother t old her she always 
picked up fast . She guessed he took after her in respect to 
nervousness also . When asked about his sighing, she said 
he always si ghs whzn she asks him more than Dnce to do some-
thing- - she feels he is se.ying , 11 Don 1 t b other me . 'l 
Al was sick all last week with bronchitis; ho~ever , she 
f ound it impossible to keep him in bed . As he wouldn't sleep 
at night, she said she stayed up with him . She did not con-
sult a doctor as she took care of him herself , giving him 
medication . Mrs. c. does not feed him when he is sick be -
cause "he ge ts a fever too fast" and she therefore ! only give s _ 
him liquids . 
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When Mr . c . came home from work , Al ran to him to take 
a pape r b a 3 out of h is h a nd ; howeve r , he paid no further at -
tention to his father. Mrs. c. said this was a ni ghtly 
ritua l as Al has to see what his fathe r brought him . 
8(. 
Chapter III 
CONCLUSIONS BASED ON IN'rERVIEW DATA 
CASE 1 .. MRS. A. 
Mrs . A. was seen throughout the four visits to take 
great pleasure in this baby, and to give herself freely md 
fully to mothering him. In fact, it appeared that she was 
quite dedicated to him, and centered herself around him. Al-
though she frequently referred to him as a 11 pest 11 in relation 
to the various demands of his care, her attitude and expres-
sion indicated she was finding him a joy and taking intense 
pleasure and satisfaction in ministering to him . It was ob-
served that she was constantly trying to give him pleasure 
and satisfaction , in every possible way , in giving him milk , 
demonstrations of affection, participation in his play, and 
granting h is desires , wherever possible . It was felt that 
mother saw herself only as being a loving mother, serving 
her child's happiness. However, observation showed her, thus, 
drawing much of the child's activity and attention to focus 
on herself, and keeping him close to herself. She verbalized 
that he was her pleasure and her company and she did not know 
what she would do without him. She was seen to act this out. 
She frequently followed him or called him back. The milk 
giving in such a continuous flow was a constant occasion for 
attraction to herself. The baby was responsive to his 
mother's desire for him. He always accepted the milk, came 
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- ___ , 
to her frequently, and several times sat for long periods 
on her lap . I The observer felt that, despite her interest in 
I 
promoting his accomplishments and his independence, : in such 
I 
areas as weaning , self-feeding, walking, and toilet 1 training, 
! 
her interaction with him was inclined to keep him a [baby, 
very close to her and emotionally dependent on her •. : 
Accompanying her emphasis on giving him pleasure in 
every way possible was seen a corresponding desire to avoid 
I 
frustrating him wherever possible. It was observed that she 
tried to avoid sources of conflict which might be the ceca-
sion for the expression fr~n the baby of angry, negative 
feeling . She was seen to anticipate his needs and fill them 
instantly, as in the cake plate, and usually to give into 
his insistence on something , as finally giving him the pit-
- I 
I 
cher. When she did have to refuse something, she ipstantly 
d~stracted him with a substitute. She restrained her husband 
from provoking him to anger, and herself quickly assisted 
i 
him when he became angry under frustration with his , toys. 
The most outstanding example of her desire to avoid conflict 
and expression of negative feelings was her concern over his 
reception of the new baby. She was thinking, not in terms 
of how she could help him with his jealous feelings , but how 
she could even prevent his having them. In the observer's 
view , her attempts to eliminate frustration and conflict for 
the child were leading to a distortion of reality, ~ creating 
a false world for him where it will be difficult for him to 
learn to cope with frustration . 1 
Her reluctance to frustrate was seen to result in incon-
sistency for the child , in that, she would be entir~ly per-
missive and unrestraining, as in his playing with m+lk or 
tea , until he was allowed to reach a point finally, : when she 
would realistically have to curb him suddenly. Even her re-
I 
I 
preaches or attempts at disapproving of any action were usu -
. I 
ally so permissive in tone and tenderly rendered that the 
child could not be expected to understand their imp9rt. The 
I 
mother recognized that the child pays less attention to her 
attempts at disciplirethan to her husband's, but was not 
I 
I 
aware of the effect of her chronic permissiveness in this 
I 
area . 
Mother described Ray as always a g ood baby, who had 
never given any problems . This appeared to be the case. 
Mother , however , did tend to make a problem, where observer 
could not see one, in regard to his socialization . i She pic-
tured him as lonely, and expressed concern over his lack of 
generosity with other children, fearing that if he did not 
learn bow to get along with other children, that he would not 
have any friends. At two years of age, the observer could 
i 
I 
not see his unsocial behavior as any problem in the; child, 
and felt that mother's seeing this area as a problem must 
1. Irene M. Josselyn, M.D., Psychos ocial Develop-
ment of Children, (New York: Family Servi ce Association of 
America, 1948), p. 26. 
stem from her anxieties, rather than the child ' s reality . 
It appeared to the observer that the baby was making a 
masculine identification with his father , and father was en-
courag ing his a ggression. Father, also, seemed to have deep 
affection for him, and a strong desire to give to him, but 
not the constant need to please him. Father was more finn 
and forceful in his placing limits on the child . Both parents 
had many aspirations for the child , father for physical prow -
ess, mother for intellectual achievement. 
CASE 2 ... MRS. D. 
Mrs. D. showed a general flatness, lack of warmth and 
affect in her manner , which seemed to reflect itself in her 
limited ability to give to this baby in the mother role . She 
was able to e xpress some fondness for him and pleasure in 
his activity at times , when this activity , such as her play 
with him, suited her own mood and desire at the moment , but , 
for the most part , her underlyin g at t itude throughout was 
negative, complaining , and annoyed . Her lack of understand -
ing of the child ' s needs and her lack of empathy with his 
feelings and desires was demonstrated to an outstanding de-
gree throughout the four visits . From the observer's stand-
point , Stan was a healthy , normal , appealing one year old , 
making every effort to use his increasing motor abilities 
and developing intellectual c a pacities to explore and con-
quer his physical environment, and assert his own autonomy 
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as a person. 2 As the observer watched, it appeared that 
this chi ld's normal drives met tremendous obstacles in this 
environment in the rest raining , controlling handling of both 
mother and f a ther. It appeared to the observer that he was 
like a little prisoner struggling to get free. This impres -
sion wa s particularly strong during the evening visit whe n 
he was forced to sit entirely in the potty chair and was in -
creasin g ly restless and unhappy . 
Mother ' s chief concern was to keep him quiet , under con-
trol, and "to stop him from d oing things," which would cause 
her inconvenience or possible disturbance to the house. It 
was ob served that the baby wa s almost cons t antly confined . 
He was either held by the mother, fastened in the potty chair, 
or in the p l ay pen . Only on the last visit, when he was sick , 
was there seen any sympathy with his de sire to be free. · vhe n-
eve r the baby's behavi or was annoying to mother , she freque nt -
ly resorted to physical punishment or threats of it in order 
to cause him to conform to her desires. Mother saw ·this pro-
blem of controlling the chi ld's behavior and leading him to 
conformity as a ma jor problem within the child. Observer, 
although recognizing that the act ivity of a child this age 
does present normally a problem in mana gement, saw the marked 
problem in this situation , as lying within the mother and 
2 . Midcentury White House Conference on Children and 
Youth , Inc.,~ Every Child~ Healthy Personality , p. 11. 
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her lack of understanding and feeling for the child ' s needs . 3 
At the same time that the mother was constantly inhibi -
ting the child's activities and thereby actually thwarting 
his attempts to develop , she was eager for his development, 
and took pride and pleasure in his progress, as in walking . 
She was ea ger to show him off and rewarded him with affection 
for his efforts . The baby was responsive to encouragement, 
and to his parents' pleasure. Observer saw mother to be in 
a dilemma with this baby's development. On the one hand, 
she wants him to progress and to perform, but , on the other, 
she does not want to g ive of herself and pay the price neces -
sary to make this development possible. She dreads what his 
walking will entail for her . She does n ot want the mess of 
self-feeding ; she is disgusted with his first attempts at 
drinking from the cup . She wished his teething was all over 
and smnmed her whole attitude up in a sentence , when she 
said, ''I wish you were twenty, and out of the house to get 
married." 
Father was warmer and more emotionally involved with 
this baby. He obviouslJ· had a strong need for a response 
from the baby . Yet he was equally as restraining of the 
baby's activity as mother, and equally as unrealistic in the 
kind of conforming , perfect behavior he expected of the child . 
3 · Benjamin Spock , M. D. , Pocketbooi of Baby and 
Child Care (New York: Pocketbooks, Inc., 194b1, P • 198. 
--·- - -- -~ 
Observer was struck by the unconcern and lack of sensitivity, 
at times amounting aL~ost to unwitting cruelty , with which 
both mother and father interrupted any of baby's activity and 
frustrated him to suit their own desires·, father pulling his 
fingers out of his mouth , and refusing him the string of his 
bathrobe , as he sat in the chair with nothing to play with , 
mother becoming increasingly annoyed as he kept dropping his 
I 
toys and could not reach them from the chair. It w,as observed 
that the baby's frustration seemed pushed to a point where he 
seemed to be resorting to auto - erotic and possibly 
1
some self-
destructive behavior in the rocking and head - banging . The 
I 
parents • lack of understanding was seen to be producing a 
vicious circle. Having exposed the baby to almost 'intoler-
able frustration , against which he finally protested vio-
lently , he was then subjected to physical punishment for 
this response with their characteristic lack of understanding 
and sensitivity. 
The sleeping was reported by both parents to be a pro-
blem, which realistically it does appear to be at this point , 
and with which they seem powerless to cope . 'rhis was dis -
cussed more in terms of parents' inconvenience than its sig-
nificance for the baby . The child appears to have gained 
control of the situation effectively in this area . 
CASE 3 - MRS . E. 
Mrs . E . is a childlike y oung woman who seemed to relate 
in a friendly though unemotional way . It was noted through-
out the interviews that most of Mrs. E . 's and Julie's inter-
action consisted of a stereotyped sort of behavior with 
Mother telling Julie to "put the blocks in the pail", asking 
Julie, "Where is your nose, mouth, etc.?" and pointing to 
pictu res on a can of powder and in a book. 'rhere was a bare 
minimum of emotion displayed between the two, e.g. spon -
taneous kissing , hugg ing or cooing. Still if Julie asked to 
be hugged or reached out to be held , Mrs . E . would accomodate 
her . 
Mrs . E . did not acknowledge Julie's eye difficulty as a 
problem, though the observer sees this as the case. She 
generally seemed to act as if the difficulty were not present , 
never mentioning it unless directly questioned. She insists 
that the eye problem does not affect Julie's sight as she 
can see the smallest crumbs on the floor, yet on occasion 
will remove toys from the baby ' s path. One might add from 
previous h ospital information that Mrs . E. had a brother who 
lost a leg . She emphasized that i t was wrong to sympathize 
with him and seemed annoyed when he didn't make enough of an 
effort to get along on his artificial le g . Mrs. E. seems to 
be acting in a similar fashion here. 
Mrs. E . seems to disclaim any thing 11 dirty11 about Uulie 
and will use this word to keep Julie from touching ·things, 
as with the pen. She keeps Julie immaculately dressed and 
the observer never noticed the baby get her clothes messed 
or wrinkled . Mrs. E. responds with 11 Shame1 11 when Julie defe-
cates in her diapers, though Julie is only twelve months old. 
She is attempting to toilet train, though she has verbalized 
that Julie doesn't yet know what a potty is for . Mrs . E . 
also deplores messiness in eating and seems not to allow Julie 
the freedom to explore in this area. Mrs. E. says she isn 't 
anxious to have Julie try to use the spoon so she can keep 
her clean until she can "use the spoon right"., Although Mrs . 
E. sees her attempt to keep Julie clean as the nright thing 
t o do to have a good sweet childn, the observer feels that at 
t his particular a ge the child's natural impulse is to enjoy 
messing, and too many restrictions seem to be imposed. In 
the toilet training area, a natural process is made to be 
bad and training started at an age most investigators consider 
too early . 
Julie is a pretty, neatly dressed baby who seems to 
listen to what she is told and acts like a "good girl" to 
please Mother. She immediately recoiled and let go of ob-
server's pen when told that it was dirty and walked away from 
living-room objects when told they belonged to Mother . When 
this l atter exploration continued, Mrs. E. suggested that 
Julie g o in her playpen. Julie smiles very rarely and asks 
little of her mother in terms of overt affection, though she 
does at times kiss Mrs. E . (according to Mother) and fre-
quently her dolls. One feels that even at the age of one 
year, Julie is not a spontaneous, curious child, but is rather 
controlled. Activity that is normal in this age group , such 
as mischievous exploration, is not permitted, and ailready 
Julie has limited this in herself. 
Mrs. E. verbalizes no problems with Julie. She seems to 
find certain thing s di s tasteful to her, but quickly attempts 
t o correct t hese through training and prohibi t ing. Now that 
Julie is no longer in the stage of complete infant dependency, 
Mrs. E . seems to see Juli e in the role of, as she put s it, a 
com~anion. The observer cannot see a situation at all re-
sembling two companions , but rather two individuals engaged 
in independent activity with one continually guiding the 
other to the "right and proper" way to act. 
CASE 4 - MRS . B. 
Al t h ough b oth pare nts seem to have genuine fondness for t his 
ch i l d , t o the ob server , t h e mos t si gnificant a s pe ct of this 
c a se , whi ch b ecame mor e outstanding as the four interview s 
pr ogr essed , wa s the mother's lack of total investment in the 
chi l d . I n the fi r s t i n t e rview, her r e lationship to him was 
c onsidere d c a s ual, mild ly i ndifferent, with an attitude of 
foste ri ng t he child's independ ence . However, a s t h e int er -
vi ews progres s ed, he r atti t u d e and handling were pe r c e ived 
more i n re l a tion to her own personality needs. It seemed 
obvious that any dependent relationship was perceived as a 
hindrance to her . 
The partial lack of awareness of the child ' s dependency 
need s on t he part of b oth par e nts wa s o bs erved in the follow -
inst ances . In the first interview , when Carl slipped on the 
magazine and vw s unable to stand u p by himself , neither 
parent made an effort to he lp him , but rather left him to 
his own means to pull himself up . This action was f ollowed 
by the chi l d ' s demonstration of anger to his parents by hit -
ting hi s head a gainst his mother's che st a nd dropping his 
father ' s pipe . The pa rents were unable t o see this retalia -
tory a ction as anger against them , but rather expre ssed pride 
in the somewhat ingenious way he helped himself . In the 
second interview , whe n the orange rol led under Mrs . B.' s 
chair , she made no effort to retrieve it , but left the child 
to his own de vices to retrieve it . 
Mr s . B.' s de sire to have this child an independent being 
·was pe rhaps best demonstrated symb olically in the feeding 
area . From the obse r ver ' s vi ewpoint , the type of f ood he ate 
at ten wonths wa s unrealistic f or a child this a ge , yet in 
the parents' manne r of describ ing his appe t ite and t he f oods 
he ate , it was as i f they wanted to convey the impression 
that he wa s really not a baby , but rather a lit t le man . Again 
as Mrs . B. was fea d ing h1~ -- literally stuffing food into 
him -- it mi gh t be inte rpreted as he r pushing him to gr ow 
up . 
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There were many toys in evidence and Carl never seemed 
to b e at a loss as to what to do . It was felt that the mother 
has perhap s substituted objects and new learning experiences 
f or he rself. Seldom during the observation periods did Carl 
g o s p on taneously to e ither parent , and as Mr . B. said and 
Mrs . B. later r e peated, 11 He doesn't need people . n The pa rents 
do not perceive t his as a problem, rather the observer felt 
that to them it was an indication of the child ' s maturity . 
Not only did tbe child seldom g o to h i s parents spontaneously , 
but on two occasions , he came to the ob s e rver for assistance 
e ve n tbou 0 h h is mother was seated nearer to h i m. The child 
seemed a l mos t oblivious to his mother ' s p resence , and t h is , 
coupled ~ i th h is acts of a ggr e ssion on t wo d iffere nt occa -
sions , i . e . , hit t ing his head a gainst her che st a nd biting 
t he button on he r sweater , and his indi fference to h er signs 
of a f f e c tion 'Nould i nd icate that h e had not found this re-
lati on s hip totally sa ti sfyi n g . Evidences of early a.uto-e·I"-
tic b e h avior were ob s e rved in the following two instances: 
h e ban ged h is head a Gainst the crib e very time he was ~ut 
to bed; h e roc l{e d on all fours when upse t and was only paci -
f ied when mot her j ig~led him on her k nee . Th e parents are 
unconcerned about t he r oc k ing be ha v ior, or rather , fail to 
report it a s a matter of concern. 
To t he ob s e rver , t he child is very appe a ling , he a lthy , 
and n ot a fra id of people. He se ems to be usin g to the ful-
lest extent his i ncre asi n g motor and intelle ctual capacities 
to l earn new experiences and investi gate his physic&l sur -
roundings. On the parents ' part , there is little restricting 
of his activities as be is given free reign of all the rooms 
and e!l c oura ged to investi gate on his own . Hov1ever , within 
the framework of this freedom , there are articles be is defi -
nitely not supposed to t ouch , and yet these are consistently 
left wi thin his reach. The onl y d isci plinary means to pre -
vent this exploratio!l , that were observed , were l :t.ght slap-
Ping of his hands and a verbal 11 don 1 t t ouch11 • Such pun:tsh-
ment does not seem suffi c ient to explain why a child of this 
age would accommodate himself to the regulations. One might 
speculate , therefore , at an earlier age so many rules and 
regulations were pl aced on the a ctivities that the child soon 
lost his motivation for th i s sort of exploration . The two 
tasks of r eplacing the doily under the dish and re p lacing a 
towel on an already tight ly- packed s helf would seem beyond 
his present capa bilities , and perhaps exemplify the sort 
of forced 11 pickin g up" behavior tha t he was e xpected to par-
ticipate in before be wa s re ady. 
Two instances where t he observer would expect complaints 
or an incltcation of anxiety on the part of the parents were 
in relation to the head bangin~ , previously mentioned , and 
in the inte r view when the child exhibited symptoms of a cold , 
In the latter instance , the child wa s given no additional con-
sideration or tenderness , and the illness was attributed to 
teething. · Too, in view of the earlier hospitalization , one 
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might have expected more concern. 
CASE 5 - MRS . C . 
Mrs . c. was outstanding from the first interview for 
her almost c~nple te lack of uhderstanding of the child's 
needs whic was substantiat ed throu ghout the remaining three 
interviews . _ lthough she verbalized that there were no pro -
blems vii tb Al '!:is h e ls a wonderful child and much fun 11 ; by 
observa t ion, her reaction him is indicative of g reat displea -
sure and fu n only so long as he meets her demands and grati -
fies her own needs. Through her rl g id contro l of tbe child , 
he is not perceived as a problem , since behavior whi ch is 
d istss tefu l to be r is prohibited. She n ot only blocks his 
activitie s and needs, but seems to counteract them by resort -
ing to phys ica l punisr~ent anj restriction s as well as em o-
tional deprivation. There was a notable lac k of warmth and 
affection , a nd the few times any affection was 5 iven , there 
se emed to be 1 i tt le reason for i t. As far as the observer could 
see , the only two times Mrs. C. kissed the child was after 
she had physica lly punished him . Not only was h e physically 
punished by slapping , but actually physically restrained as 
can be seen in the second interview when she he ld his le g s 
forceably as he tried to k ick , and in the fourth interview 
when she restrained him with her hand , pres sing him a gainst 
the couch as he roc k e d . She withdrew her love at the sli ghtest 
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provocation as se;::n v.'ben he t ired of po i nt ins to objects , and 
again whe · he spill:3cl tr ilk by saying , 11 Mom ... rny doesn ' t like you 
anymore'' in a t one wbich was trull y ind icative of he r dis -
pleasur-::. 
Alth ough Mrs . C. verba lizes tha t there is no feed i na" 
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p roblem and that he eat s three adequate mea ls a day , on the 
basis of three d iff e r ent ob se rvat ions of eating , and the 
history of multi-physical illne sses , the observer felt there 
was a 0 ros s fe eding pr oblem wbich resulted in an a ctua l re -
striction of f o od in take . Mr s . c. was unwilling for tria l 
and error of the chi ld l earnin g t o feed him s e lf, for it inter-
fered with he r comfort and conveni e nce due to the me s si ne ss 
invol ved . In th1 s inst a nce , i t was ob served that the father 
cUd n ot perce ive the child's needs either , although in re -
lation t o d isci pline a nd learning he is more co gnizant of 
the cbilC. ' s needs a:1d seems to be more accepting of h im as 
a child who d oes not kn ow ri ght from wron g . 
Not only is the re inc onsis t e ncy in hand ling be t ween 
the parents , bu t t he mother's incons is t ency in h and ling wa s 
marked , &s we ll as her comp l ete unawareness of the effe c t 
of i n cons istenc y on the chilo_. As examp les of this , he wa s 
told to go to t he closet whi ch he was previously f orbidden 
to d o, and lat er in the same interview , a gain f orb idden to 
g o there which resulted in the Ghild ' s fea rfulness and pas -
sivity . I n the l ast int e rview , she asked him where her eye 
wa s , and when he p ointed to it , reprima nded him for canpl y ing 
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with her re quest . 
The sleepin8 area seems to be an outstanding example of 
the incons istency of handling and resulting effect . For t h e 
child's first thirteen months of life , he slept in his pa rents ' 
bed and then was abruptly shifted to a se parate room. However, 
this arrs11;3ement is flexib le , and he is returned t o their room 
or thei r bed t o sui t their c onvenienc e . Mrs . c . seems to b e 
aware of a problem in the sleeping a rea as she says she tried 
put ting him to bed whe n she wa nted to , but '1it d i dn ' t work 
as he wou ldn ' t go 11 • 'rhey seem to have a d justed their hand -
ling of the problem to meet the child 1 s needs as he seems 
unable to separate from them at nighttime ; however , the ad -
justment of the prob lem from the ob s erver's viewpoint is un -
realistic for a child of this age . In the sleeping area , 
the re is further evidence that method of handling is deter -
~ined by the ~ other ' s ow n c o nvenience . The child sleeps 
unt il 11 .00 .A . M. or noon and is put t o bed for a th;ree - h our 
n a p in the afternoon which d oe s n ' t leave many waking hours 
when she has the s ole care of hhr. . This, a lono with her 
statement that Al was wonderful duri ng the infancy period , 
11 as he slept a round the clock" , and she never knew he >~vas 
t here , perha p s be st ind icate the l e ngth she has g one to , 
to restrict him from be ing a problem or inconvenience to 
her . 
Mrs . c . sees the child. ' s activity and self - expression 
as disturbing behavior, and therefore , restricts activity 
tha t is normal for a child of this age . To the obs e rver , it 
appeared Mrs. c. found it virtually i mp ossible to accept the 
fact that the child who i s capable of moving around just 
d oesn 1 t understand what he i s supposed to d o. There seems t o 
be almost a comp l ete lack on the mother ' s part of he lping the 
chi l n t o learn what he c an and cannot do which is so i mportant 
at t his a g e . In thi s, he seems to be blocked from channeling 
h i s e nerg i e s into productive activity, since p layfu l or in -
vesti ga t ing a ctivi t y b ring punishme nt and restriction of 
fur t her ac t ivity . 
One area that Mrs . C. seems to have perc eived the ch ild ' s 
needs and yie lded to them is that of toilet training , as she 
tried it once and. 11 Al was so frightened'' , she did not try it 
again . 
Urs. C. says that Al i s nervous and that her yell ing 
ma kes h i m nerv ous; how e ver , she does n ot use this so -called 
a wareness t o handle the child in a more satisfactory way . 
She say s that he is a stubborn child , and repetitive behavior, 
which she sees as stubborn , was evidenced in a few instances . 
Thi s was when he repeatedly dri pped milk when told not to , 
and when he tried to sit in the corner even though the couch 
wa s pu sh ed against the wall to p revent him fr om doing this . 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
CASE 1 - MRS. A. 
Mrs . A. is seen to have a deep need to bind this baby 
t o her and to have a strong affectionate response from him. 
She wants to encourage his dependence on her, and is pleased 
with every evidence of his attachment to her. Her constant 
giving to him and constant efforts to please him seem a form 
of wooing him to her. I t is felt that she feels already some 
competition with her husband, and will not easily release 
this baby from such intimacy with herself to become more ac-
tive with his father. She seemed not really pleased with 
his response to the observer. Her snatching him from the 
ob server's lap is believed to be an intolerance of sharing 
him. It is felt that her need for the baby is a compensation 
for lacks in her own life, particularly her lack of satis-
faction i n her husband. Already her aspirations for the 
baby in learning and education show an image of him, unlike 
her husband. This baby has already met such a need for this 
mother that she seems to be almas t denying the imminent ar-
rival of the second child, and to be focus sing on it only 
as it will affect Ray. 
It is felt that Mrs. A. has a great deal of anxiety , 
associated with fear of losing love and being rejected. Her 
universal sweetness and all-over desire to please seem an 
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expression of t his anxiety. She is fearful of denying Ray 
for fear of losing some of his love . She verbalized her 
fear that he would feel they didn't love him as much when 
the second baby came. This would seem to include also her 
fear t hat she would then have less love from him. She wa s 
eager to please the obse rver, winning her also by the giving 
of food, and careful that Ray should not offend per. She 
showed insecurity and some feeling s of inadequacy regarding 
her care of Ray, making many explanatory, somewhat defensive 
remarks about his appearance, her methods of handling him, 
and also the appearance of her home. 
* The psychological material, although not a complete 
work- up, b ore out the anxiety picture, emphasizing that Mrs. 
F. had a high level of personality organization, but that 
this was maintained, in the absence of many defenses, at the 
cost of much anxiety to herself. She was found warm and con-
tactable, and would like to be close to people, but was 
thought blocked from this by her fears and distrust of people. 
Her desire to please and reluctance to deny Ray seemed 
to oe contributed to also by her apprehension at having Ray 
display any negative behavior, for fear that this would cause 
his rejection by others. She herself has never seemed able 
to display any a ggression or hostility, and seems to handle 
all situations with the same sweetne ss. She therefore seems 
to have an image of the same kind of behavior as necessary 
for Ray, if be is g oing to be acceptable to society. It is 
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suspected that aggression in Ray would reactivate aggressive 
feelings of her own, which she has apparently deeply repressed. 
Her concern, mentioned so many times, about Ray's loneliness 
and need to learn to get along with people, very likely re-
flects her own anxieties about her acceptance by society. 
It is to be expected that Ray will have a hard time 
solving the Oedipal situation when he comes to it, with a 
mother already as seductive to him as Mrs. A. He will also 
probably find it hard to express normal aggression, without 
a great deal of guilt, and may find it necessary, in order 
to please his mother, to drive his aggression underground. 
If his identification remains strongly with his mother, he 
may develop into a passive, feminine child, who could dis-
play learning problems. 
CASE 2 ... MRS. D. 
The i mpression of Mrs. D. gained from observation of her 
activity with the baby was further amplified by the psycho-
lo~ical material obtained in the screening process. The 
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f :lattened, i nhioited quality of her affect and an extreme, 
repressive constriction were shown; her affective life was 
found characterized by withdrawal , apathy, and blandness. 
rt was stated that she has a vague, shifting grasp on reality, 
and a good part of the time is not aware of things as they 
are. 
This point seems particularly evident in her view of 
the baby and his activities. Her whole outlook re garding 
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him appeared to be a misinterprati on of reality, founded on 
an expectation that he should exhibit controlled, conformi.ng , 
k nowing behavi or at one year of age, leading to her unreason-
able demands and restrictions on the child's reality. 
One of the most significant points of the psychological 
in terms of her relationship with the child was thought, ac-
cording to the observer, to be her severe difficulty in es-
tablishing u stable identification and a severe anxiety as to 
her own bod-y·-image. It was stated that she did not have suf-
ficient ideas of herself to present herse l f i n inter-personal 
relationships. This is thought to bear directly on her role 
in r e lation to the baby. She really does not seem to have 
entered into an affective relationship with this baby in the 
mother role . She seems to have no concept of herself as a 
mothe r ing , nurturing person, called upon to give of herself 
emotionally to fill the child's emotional needs. She seems 
to se e the child in various li ghts, as a nuisance, a burden , 
a challenge, a plaything . She seems to see herself , as a 
monitor over his activities, a controller of his mischief, 
and one responsible for his physical care and well - b0ing . 
One f eels that she has been incapable of relating herself as 
a mother t o this baby in a true inter-personal, mother-chi l d 
r e la t ionship . 
In fact , it appeared that the husband 's instincts toward 
this baby are more maternal. Althou gh he has the same lack 
of und ers t anding of the child's need for expression and 
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and mobil_ ty at this a g e, he has been more protective and 
more sympathetic to the child's feelings during infancy. He 
has i ndentified himself with the child , and wanted to spare 
the child e very d e privation. One w onders if the sleeping 
problem is not a result of the father 's anxiety and refusal 
to allow the baby to cry. The baby has now become confirmed 
in the pattern of crying and protesting as a means to win 
his end, and the father is s ti ll powe rless t o resist it. The 
father's restraints of the baby were more anxious and fretful, 
and less sharp and i mpatient than the mother's, and it is 
suspected that he may be trying to get the baby to conform to 
what he knows mother dema nds of him, rather than acting from 
his own desire t o control. 
The baby, to t his point, is still actively engaged in 
struggling f or f reedom and a ssertin g his desire s . However, 
a s he meets with continual frustration and restraint, and 
then is punished for his protests a gainst it, he may become 
quite passive and inhibited, or he may continue to fight the 
restraints imposed on him and develop a pattern of negati ve, 
umnana geable behavior , as the parents continue to react to 
his n e gativism with more punishment and restrai nt. A vicious 
c ircle of hostile interaction could be built u p , stemming 
from parents' ori g inal lack of understanding of the child's 
needs an:i thei r unenli ghtened handling of his normal be-
havior. 
CASE 3 - MRS . E. 
Mrs. E . seemed to make a great effort to be thought of 
by the observer as a 11 g ood mother". She presented me with 
occasionally recorded facts kept in a diary, as if this was 
the "right t hing to do''. In allowing me to choose the room 
and activity, and in leaving Julie with me, Mrs. E. seemed 
to dininish her own importance in the situation, and one 
feels she has little sense of self-esteem. As she says , she 
is ''just a little thing". 
Throughout the interviews, the observe r got the feeling 
that the question 11What would Mother think?" is almost con-
tinually on Mrs. E.'s mind as evidenced by her comment on the 
bread and her focus on grandmother 's concerns around the birth 
of the hare-lipped baby. The psychologicals report that 
''the discharge of libidinal deri va ti ves seems to be feared 
more because of the threat that the ego will be overwhelmed 
by the impulses.'' Thi s was . concluded from 11 the signs of 
rather overdeveloped rigid moralism and the relative de-
emphasis of ego functions as being something prized or highly 
valued''· It seems that Mrs. E . is instilling the same type 
of feeling in Julie. It is against Mother 's wishes to be 
dirty, to explore new objects, to feed oneself before one is 
really capable , to be anything but 11 good'1 • This seems to go 
along with Mrs . E .'s blocking of the child's activities and 
stifling of her creativity and curiosity. About Mrs . E. her-
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self, the psych ological report say s, 11 This subject is a 
naive, unreflective, immat ure woman. Almost everything in 
her record point s to the use of repression as the major de -
fens:tve s y stem . The r e has been virtually c omplete blockage 
of the creative process ." The observer speculates that Mrs. 
E . wants a restrained, controlled, 11 good" cl1ild, and when 
Julie advances further into the toddler stage,more difficul-
ties wi ll arise in the relationship. 
Concerning Julie's eye difficulty, Mrs. E. insists that 
J ulie can see as well as others. She will show no sympathy 
or i ndulgence as was her own mother 's pattern with Mrs. E .'s 
brot her. Mrs . E . seems to refuse to recognize the problems 
that Julie will have with this congen:ttal defect. One might 
specu late that Mrs. E . feels somewhat respons ible for the 
damage and quite guilty about it. Perhaps she sees this 
problem as a punishment for some personal "badness" and is 
compe ns at ing for this by creating a ''nice little girl 11 , one 
whom visitors will recognize a s g ood and sweet and necessa-
rily raised by a 11 g ood mother". She seems to hope that the 
o-ood behavior wi 11 off set the effect of the 11 bad11 eye . The 
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observer anti cipates a problem f or Juli e in accepti ng her 
limitation a nd the necessity for her, also, to deny its 
repercussions . 
According to hospital information, it is expected that 
Father would supp ort Mrs. E. ' s e fforts to have a nice pre tty 
baby , though his motivat ions for this may differ . 
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CASE 4 - MRS . B. 
Mrs. B.' s maternal capac ity seems limited as evidenced 
by her inability to perceive and respond to the child r s obvious 
needs. blthough she seems to have affection for the child, 
she does seem to be in conflict about this as she wants inde -
pendence and is afraid of his being too close to her, and in 
turn afraid to be too close to him. She treats the child 
casually, at the same time pushing him t o be independent . 
Marriage and motherho od do not seem to have changed her life 
remarkably as she seems to have manipulated the environment 
in such a way as t o continue her independent strivings . As 
s he still long s for independence, perhaps she is still fight -
ing the same batt le of independence she fought in adolescence . 
She is not now mature enough to give herself to the child 
fully. 
Some of the effects of mother 1 s relationship with her 
parents can be seen in her own personality development. She 
was indulged and grew up feeling that she could take all that 
was due her without having to make an effort herself . This 
can be seen not only in l:Br relat ionship to the child, but also 
in her relationship to her husband . Much of the child 1 s care 
has been dele gated to her husband whi l e she continues to 
function fairly independently of him . Too , although she 
moved to another part of town fr om where she was reared, she 
i mnediately found someone to care for the child to enable her 
to work . Her attitude toward the teen-age neighbor was 
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further ind ication of her demands p l a ced on others . 
The psycholo gical s t udy of Mrs . B. during her preg-
nancy indic ated her two outstanding character features are 
na r cissism and exhibit ionism. Alth ough exhibitionism was 
not an outs tanding feature in the obs ervational study , nar -
cissism was demonstrated throughout the f our v isits. Thi s 
wa s evident when she attribut ed h er father' s fondness for 
Cari to the fact that she wa s his favorite , her interest in 
wor k and herself rather than l',ler husbar.d ard child , her lac k of 
warmth f or others , and her des cri pt ion of her bac k ground . 
Her defenses and behavior enabl e her to function without 
anxiety which the observer felt wa s veri fied in the obser-
vational study through h er la c k of complaints and casual 
handling of the ch ild . She mani pulates the enviromnent to 
ma ke sure anxiety provoking si tuat ions do not arise which 
is substantiat ed in her depending on others to care for the 
child . 
On the basis of the o bse rvational s t udy at this age , 
we could speculate that the chi l d mi ght have difficulty 
with female fi3ures , being indifferent t o them , turning 
rather to men to meet his dependency needs . There a re 
vari ous i nd ications in the obse rvational visits that the 
child is attempting to identify with his father as seen b y 
his at t achment to h i s fat he r ' s p i p e , socks , and toothbrush . 
The difficul t y with female f i gures mi ght first appear in 
the school situat ion whe r e he has difficulty relating to 
female te achers. Since the father is in the home much of 
the ttrre , and takes responsibility for much of h is physical 
care , the chi ld might have difficulty in differentiating be-
tween the rol e s of his p arents whi ch woul d further confuse 
his s exual identi t y . 
CASE 5 .., MRS . C. 
I n the face of the constant frustrations and restrictions 
this child has t o deal with in at tempting to satisfy needs 
which are n ormal for a child of this age , it is no wonder he 
is a nx ious and fearful . Mr s . c., with her cri t i cal attitude, 
seems t o be perpl exed as to how to manag e the child as hosti -
lity is generated between them resulting in attitudes where 
b ot h of them seem to thwart one another . i ~hen the child 
make s demands for himself whi ch appear normal for a child 
t o make , the mother slaps him down wi th a dis p lay of autho -
ri ty and d isci pline . Not only d oes she encourag e his rebel-
lion, but in her willfulness deprives hLm as much as possible 
of r epet itive behavi or, such as sitting in the corner , which 
is distasteful to her. It seemed t o the ob server as t hough 
th e child r ebe lled in a pass ive way against restric t ions by 
sitting in the corner ; however , this means of behaving was 
denied him as furniture in the living-ro om was rearranged to 
me 1{e it i mpossible for h im t o d o this . 
M.rs. c., one of ten chi l dren , remembers v ivi.dly how she 
was disci plined by her mother by being slapped , which she is 
repeati ng in her discipline of this child. She sees the 
child's normal a ctivity as something which has to be restri c ted. 
Even now it appears evident that the child has a poor concept 
of reality as the mother is projecting her own ::Ustortion of 
reality . so much of his a ggression and simple learnine b e -
havior is perceived as bad ; restricting controls are exerted , 
provokins anxiety in the child . The child ' s anx iety is al -
ready b e ing manifested in many disturbances: the early ap-
pearance of nail - biting habit , apathy , poor feeding , allergic 
reactions, p a ssive compliance and obvious unhap piness , and 
ne gativism. 
On the basis of various clinical and experimental 
studies, there is an indication that restraint --
that is the free response of which the subject is 
capable is not permitted ~- plus an angry or tense 
restrainer may prov oke a strong emotional res p onse 
leading to a reciprocal fear and then to anxiety . 
? rolonged restraint , with its accom panying frustra -
tion or submission , may be a f a ctor iri producing 
slowin6 of tempo . The slowing may itself be the 
result of the chronic anx iety assoc i ated with very 
strong a ggressive ur ~es held in check .l 
It is felt in re l ation to the poor feedin g , the mother ' s 
disinterest in food, as she only eats one meal a day , is 
reflected in her handltng of feeding with the child . It 
results not only in h is finicky eating habits which she d e -
nies when reporti ng , but also the a c t u al neglec t in meeting 
1 . Phyllis Greenacre, "Infant Reactions to Restra-tnt 11 , 
Personality i n Nature, Society and Culture , Kluckborn , Murray . 
& Schneider ,-p. 512 . 
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his nutr:ttional needs . In this one a rea , the reality was so 
grossly dis torted in reporting i.n the home visit , if this 
mother attended a clinic , i t i s doubtful that a clear under -
standing of t he handling of feed i ng woul d be obtaine d . 
Mrs. C. presents a pi cture of an extreme l y immature per-
son , botb intellectually a nd emotiona lly , which i mpres sion 
was substantiated in a psychologi cal diagnostic s t udy made 
during her pregnanc y . Her handlin~ of the child with con -
tinual punishment and her lac k of understandi ng of the child ' s 
needs in mos t area s to some ex tent could have been predicted 
f rom the results of the psycholo3ical tests . These indicated 
that Mrs. C.'s thinking is primitive; and a lthough sublime 
emotions are blocked , she does have freedom to express hosti -
lity g enerated by demands . Her express ion of hostility is 
n ot based on projected defenses, but she is free to express 
it in relati on to prov ocation . Her freedom in this area 
enables her to control the situation and to get wha t she 
wants . The tests further indicated that h er abi lity to under-
stand what is goine; on in anot":lar person is almost non-
existent . It i s felt she uses the repressive defe nsive pat-
tern as well as denial , and the se, coupled with her rather 
low intelligence , would seem to make it difficult to obtain 
a. t rue picture of the handl i ng of the child wit hout observa -
tion of the handlin6 • 
Not only is Mrs . C. limited in her abi l i ty to gratify 
the ch ild ' s needs , but t he relationship seems to b e 
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characterized by her gaining self - gratification to the ex -
tent of satisfying sadistic impulses either consciously or 
unconsciously . As examples of this -- although the child is 
aller3ic to orange juice , cho ,olate , and fish , she feeds him 
whole oran3es , choc olates , and macaroni cooked with fish . As 
further illustration , she was observed to experience sadistic 
pleasure in tempting him with a cigarette , threatening him 
with a "boo- boo 11 , and tempting him to her with imaginary 
gifts . Her action of tempting him away from his father on 
the pretext of giving him something might indlcate that she 
is concerned over his obvious preference for his father . 
* The psychological test material on the five cases, part of the Child 
Development screening process, was made available t o the observers 
at the end of the study, when the data was being analyzed. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Tbe findings of tbese five cases have tended to support 
the initial hypothesis that a differe nce does exist between 
'Nha t a mother can r ep ort regarding specific areas of the 
child ' s deve lopment , and what an outside obse rver can per -
ceive. In addition to the child 1 s development , many 11 blind 
s p ots" in the mother ' s awareness of her- relationship to the 
child were uncovered . It has been noted that in each case , 
there are some areas in whi ch a mother can perceive behavior 
and repor t it with reasonable obje ctivity , while other areas 
are subjected to consid erable distortion of pe rception and 
report ing . 
One special variety of misc onstrtJDtich results not so much 
form motivated misperceptions , as it does from a lack of 
~n ow ledge on the mother's p~t of what const itutes expected 
behavior for a child of a given age . This leads her to con-
sider s o-ne of the child 1 s behavior as unique and in s ome 
way abnor:nal when in reality it is a comm on manifestation. 
In most instances , the d iscrepancies between reporting 
and observat ion wa re unique for each c a s e , but were under-
standabl e in ac c ordance wi th each mothe r's own dynamics . 
However , there appeared to be t -.vo areas in which distort:tons 
seem most coMmon: mobilit y and feedi ng . In all the c ase s , 
there we re indications that the mo thers reacted as though 
the child ' s norma l drive s for exploration , curiosity , and 
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self - assertion led to 11 ba d'1 behavior which should be curbed . 
Al thou3h &.11 wero eager for the chlld 1 s progress in terms of 
wa lking , they were unaware of thei r own ambivalent p osition 
regarding the other Bctivities associated with increased mo -
bi li ty, and sought to restrict touching and handlin6 as poten-
tially des tructive behavior. All seemed t o attribute to the 
child. a greater capacity to kn ow ri ght from wrong and to 
control his heha,_ri or, t han his age permitted . In many in -
stances, ins t inctual behavior was considered as willful . In 
the area of feedin g , the essential quality of the mother -
child relationship was seen to be reflected in each indivi -
dua l c ase , al thou_sh none of the !n oth ers reported feeding as 
a problem. 
It is felt by the observers that the experience in this 
study, and the conclus ions reached!, p oint out that if thel"e is 
difficulty in getting an accurate report from a mother of a 
child ' s development as i t happens , there ce1•tainl y will b e 
distortions when a mother attempts t o report in later years , 
whattook place during t his second year . It is felt that 
the results underline the fact that it is unavoidably dif -
ficult t o get a real pic ture of what, in the mother- child 
relationship , co11t ributes to the development of a child ' s 
problem, without the benefit of observation . rrl1e se resul ts 
seem to emphasize that dias nostic and treatment clinics 
must be a ware o~ and alert to the extenstveness of distor-
tions in mothers ' re port ing , and therefore carefully 
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explore all possible area s of d ifficulty. 
The above conclusions must be vi ev; e d within the me tho -
dolog ical framework of the entire study . Ce rtai n limitations 
as to va l1d i ty and generalizability of the findings are as -
sociated with the follov~ing proc ·e dural fa c t ors . 
1 . The observers are not previously trained in observa-
tional stud ies . 
2 . The observers ' past experience and personality in -
evitably influence perception and memory of events . 
3· The presence of the obs erver may have influenced 
the behavior of mother and child . 
4. The limited number of contac ts and short duration 
of each reduced the weight of evid ence to support the evalua -
tions. 
Counterbalancing these limitations are the ma jor con -
tributions of this study . 
1 . This study offered a personal l e arning experience 
in ob servation which a dded a third d ime n sion to the case -
work practice of the observers . 
2 . This study pointed up the i mpor tance to socia l case -
work prac t ice of first - hand observation in order to obtain a 
reliabl e picture of t he mother - child rel ationshi p . 
3· This study points out the need for further study of 
the mother - c h ild i nteraction during the second year of life 
and its great influence on later personality development . 
120 . 
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4. This study points up the need for counselling for 
mothers with babies of this age 3roup as preventive measures 
against development of personality problems . 
As a closing statement , the observers might add that the 
intervievving of the mothers, whi ch had no c ase - work purposes 
as goals , proved more interesting and less difficult to do 
than had been anticipated . 
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